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ABSTRACT 
The· problem of turbomachinery -instability due to self.,.excit-ation by labyrinth 
seals is investigated. The compressibile fluid flow for straight, staggered and st~pped 
labyrinth seals is modeled using various methods for the leakage flowrate and a first 
order perturbation analysis for the circumferential flow and pres·sure field around the 
shaft in each labyrinth seal cavity. 
The leakage flowrate is modeled using appropriate orifice formulae with a 
selection of the· discharge flow coefficients for the flow from· cavity to cavity. 
Correction for the kinetic energy carry over are incorporated. 
For the circumferential flow various turbulent shear models are used to account -
for the effect of friction at the cavity walls. 
throughout the analysis. 
The fluid is taken to be ideal gas 
0 
The resulting flow field is used to calculate the pressure forces on the rotor 
assuming a periodic elliptical orbit. The associated rotor dynamic stiffness and 
damping matrices are then calculated. 
Rotor instability mecha11ism~ are discussed. It is shown that labyrinth seals 1nay 
l1ave a de-stabilizing effect in the case of high operating speeds a11d pressures if tl1e 
rotor-bearing system stability is 111argi11al. 
1 
.. 
.. 
.,..,-
;, 
r 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
TCcapability to accurately compute the rotor dynamic stiffness and damping 
coefficient matrices for comprP-ssible flow iabyrinth seals is .a significant improvement in 
the accuracy of the rotor-bearing system model used to compute lateral stability and 
response for many types of turbomachines. In this work ,ve follow in detail the 
analyses by Childs and Scharrer [l] for straight labyrinth seals and by Scharrer (2] for 
stepped labyrinth seals developed to determine the stiffness and damping matrices. 
These analyses are based on the perturbation method for tl1e proble1n formulated by 
lwatsubo [3]. 
The objective of this work is to establish the basis for the d.evelopment of a 
computer program which follows and enhances the 1nethods prese11ted b~.r Childs and 
Scharrer [1] and Scharrer [2]. The computer program is intended to l1ave the 
capability to compute the rotor dynamic stiffness and damping matrices for straigl1t. 
staggered, and stepped labyrinth seals ,vith compressible fluid flo\v. In addition .. the 
computer program is modular in nature incorporating several optional models for 
computing leakage flowrate and shear wall friction. 
In the 1970's three prominent instability incidences bccurred ,vhicl1 resulted in 
self-excited vibration due to de-stabilizing forces in tl1e sea.ls. The first ,via.s tl1e S S ~,1 E 
' 
HPFTP (space shuttle main e11gine higl1 pressure fuel turbopu111p) described b~y Ek [4]. 
The second and tl1ird exa111ples ,vere \vith turboco111pressors ,vhich \Vere de-sta.bilize<l 
by self-excited forces in the labyrintl1"-seals. One of tl1ese incidents occured ,vith a. nine-
. 
stage centrifugal co1npressor in the Cl1e,,ron-o,vned l(a.ybob 11atural gas pla.nt [5], arid 
the other occurred ,vith eight-sta.ge centrifuga.l co111pressors operated b.)' the Phillips 
•) 
-
~- . 
<, 
-/ 
-,..·k·~P . 
\ 
J 
Petroleum Compa~ny in the Ekofisk North Sea installation and used to reinject high 
pressure natural gas (6]. 
The author has experience \Vith the de-stabilization of the high speed rotor of a 
6-stage ;3-pinion integral gear tj'pe compressor due. to labyri11th seal effects. rfhe 
compressor,. installed in Hull; England, delivers product nitrogen at a pressure of 50 
bars Absolute to a pipeline from a11 air separation plant. The compressor is driven at 
constant speed by an electric motor. Tl1e 5th and, 6th stage impellers of the 
compressor are mounted on the third pinion. Stepped type labyrinth seals are installed 
at the closed impeller eyes and at the backs of the impeller disks to minimize leakage. 
The instability problem did not occur at the normal operating point, but at reduced 
flow conditions. The~, high speed rotor-bearing system stability was known to be 
marginal at the operating speed and effects of the labyrinth seals \Vere sufficie11t to de-
• 
stabilize the rotor under certain turndown operating conditions. The rotor design was 
subsequently changed by increasi11g the pinion shaft bearing area journal dia1neters, 
and a new rotor was supplied by tl1e n1anufacturer thus resolving the proble111. 
These as well as other incidences clearl.Y den1onstrate tl1e need for the capability 
to evaluate ·labyrinth seals and other instabilit~y mechanisms in turbomachinery. i\.lford 
[7] postulated a de-stabilizi11g aerody11a1nic force model i11 1965. This is described in 
Section 11 of this work. 
Wachter and Benckert [8] forn1ulated an empirical equatio11 to evaluate labyrinth 
seal forces based on experimental results. The formulations bv i\.lford and Be11ckert 
... 
are empirical in nature a11d leav~ open the requirement for 111ore comprehensive 
analyses of the problem for lab)1 rinth seals. 
Childs and Scl1arrer [1] enhance(! a 111odel and n1ethod for co1nputing 
sectl rotor dyna111ic coefficients described by l\vatsubo [3]. For their 111odel'I Childs a.rd 
" 
;3 
... 
.. 
., 
,. 
. \ 
( 
Scharrer formulated the basic continuity and momentum equations ,vhich described the 
compressible flow in the circumferential d1rection for each cavity ( or chamber) in the 
labyrinth seal. 
Their model includes a Blasius [9] relation friction factor for fully developed 
turb11lent flow in the labyrinth cavity to account for the shear on the labyrinth cavity 
walls and rotor ( or shaft) surface. A labyrinth seal axial leakage flow rate model is 
employed to account for mass arid circun1ferential momentum entering a11d exiting each 
labyrinth cavity. 
The governing continuity and circumferential momentum equations are linearized 
by applying a perturbation analysis for s1nall 1notion of the rotor ( or shaft) about a 
centered position in the labyrinth seal .. The zero-tl1 order continuity equation resulting 
from the perturbation analysis is used to obtain the steady-state pressure for ea.cl1 
labyrinth cavity. Tl1e zero-tl1 order momentum equation is used to obtain the steady-
state circumferential velocity in each labyrinth cavity. 
The first order continuity and circumferential 1nomentun1 equations are solved 
by · assuming a small elliptical orbit of tl1e rotor ( or sl1aft ). a11d a corresponding 
harmo11ic respo11se for the pressure a11d velocit.Y perturbatio11s i11 eacl1 labjrrinth cavit)' . 
. -
The method yields a set of linearly independent algebraic equatio11s for the lab)rrinth 
cavities which can be solved to obtai11 for eacl1 labyri11th ca\1 ity tl1e pres~ure and 
velocity distribution arou11d the rotor ( or sl1aft) i11 the circu111fere11 tial directio11. 
Tl1e force con1pone11ts on tl1e rotor a11cl the rotor d)'I1a111ic coefficients are found 
by integrating tl1e resultant pressure distribution around the rotor ( or sl1a.ft) in eacl1 
cavity and then su111n1ing the results for a.ll the cavities of the labyrinth seal. The 
assun1ptions ,vhicl1 are n1ade for tl1e ana.l)rsis are a.s follo,vs: 
-l 
.--~, . 
.. 
; 
.,., 
1/ )' / ' 
f 
', ( 
. ,>/'i: 
I. The fluid is considered to be an ideal gas. 
•) 
-· 
The pressure variations \Vithin a labyrinth cavity are s1nall as compared to tl1e , 
pressure drop across the lab)'rinth tooth. 
', 
3. The frequency of the acoustic resonance in tl1e cavit)' is n1uch higl1er than the 
rotor speed. 
4. Added mq.ss terms are neglected in the analysis. 
·ft;) 
5. The eccentricity of the rotor center in the- labyrinth seal is sn1all compared to the 
radial seal (tooth) clearance. 
6. The axial component of velocity is neglected in the co1nputation of the 
circumferential shear stresses. 
7. The contribution of the shear stress to the rotor dynamic stiffness and damping 
coefficients is neglected. 
8. The bulk gas temperature is considered consta11t throughout the seal. 
'\'}, The analysis by Childs and Scharrer follo\vs the analysis b)' l\vatsubo [3] ba.sed 
on refinement of work by l(ost~yuk [10]. Childs and Scl1arrer include tl1e area 
derivative in the circumferential direction ,vl1ich ,vas 11ot i11cluded in tl1e I,vatsubo 
a11alysis. 
The initial work by Childs and Scharrer in reference [l] \Vas done for straight 
and straight interlocking type labyrinth seals. Scl1arrer · [2] exte11ded the a.naJJ'sis to 
stepped labyrinth seals in 1986. 
The analysis by Childs a11d Scharrer are ba.sed 011 develop111en t of tl1e co11 ti11 uit)· 
and circurnferential mome11tur11 equations for a. sir1gle differential cor1trol \rolun1e for 
each ca.vit)' in the labyrinth sea.I. \1\l)'SS111a11n, Pha111. and Jen11)' [11] rleveloped a. 
sin1ilar a11al.vsis for straight a.ncl stra.ight. interlocking t)·pe la.bs·rinth sea.ls. except their 
'1 
// 
aUalysis f utilized a two control volume approach. The first control volume has 
\ ' 
boundaries sin1ilar to the control volun1e defined in the Childs a.ncl Schc1rrer a.naJvsis. 
'"' 
rio\vever, the second control volun1e ha.s its boun(ia.ries a.round the leaka .. ge .free jet tlo\v 
(' 
.. 
') ,_ 
\ 
• 
' 
volume and is 'enclosed in the first control volume. 
Scharrer [12) also presented a t,vo control volun1e approach for straight and 
straight interlocking type labyrinth seals. Each control volun1e has separate 
.. 
boundaries, one enclosing the volun1e of the bulk circun1fere11tial gas flo,v and the other 
surrounding the leakage free j.et flo,v volume. Scharrer a.nd Childs [l:3) presented ,vork 
f hich compares the result of the t,vo control volume a.nal_ysis \Vith experi111ental results. 
) ' 
J 
· , .. / In this vvork we investigate in detail the anal,yses of C'.hilds and Scharrer in 
references [l] and [2], and try to enhance their \Vork by providing tl1e basis for a 
comprehensive computer program to compute the rotor d)rnamic coefficients for 
straight, stepped, and in addition~ staggered type lab:yrintl1 seals. \\7e present se\'eral 
leakage flovv and shear stress models \vhich can be included in the progra1n a.s optional 
modules. This \vork is organized in sections as outlined belo,v. 
Section 2 of this \vork describes the various t)rpes of lab~rrinth and clefines the 
geometries and notation used tl1roughou t tl1is ,vork. 
In Section 3 ,ve present) the stead~'-sta.te leakage flo,vrate 111odels. In addition. 
the methods for computi11g the stea.dy-sta.te !)ressure in tl1e la.b:·rinth ca.\'1t1es are 
described . 
In Section 4. ,ve describe various \~iscous shear n1odels including tl1e 111odel used 
in this a11alysis. And, tl1e 1netl1od for co111 pu ti11g the stead)·-st·ate circu111fere11 tial 
velocity i11 the labyrinth cavities is pres~nted. 
111 Sectio11 5 ,ve deriv'e tl1e co11tinuit,, and circu111ferential n10111e11t11111 differential 
~ 
equations ft)r the lab)'rintl1 ca.\·it~y differential rontrol \•olu111e for stra-ight c1nd straight 
interlocking lab)'rin th seals. 
~-\nd. in Section 6 the conti11uitv and circu111ferential 
. . 
differential equcttit)ns are derive(! fur sta.ggered a.11tl steppeti la.b,yrinth seals. 
G 
J 
,· 
\ . 
• 
' . 
In Section 7, we describe the perturbation analysis of the conti1ruit~· and 
momentum equations derived in Section 5 for straight and interlocking type lab)·rint.h 
,d3eals. 
:, ... From the analysis we obtain the zero-th order and linearized first order 
continuity and circumferential momentum equations for the lab)1 rinth ca\·ities. The 
algebraic expressions for the c0efficients in the first order equatioPs are presented i11 full 
at the ei1d of tl1e section. 
In Section 8 \Ve describe the perturbation anal:ysis of the conti11uit:y and 
momentum equations derived in Section 6 for staggered and stepped lab~.:rintl1 seaJs . 
Again, the zero-th order and linearized first order continuit.Y and circu111fere11tial 
mon1entum equations for the lab:yrintl1 ca\rities are obtained fron1 tl1e a.nal)·sis a11d the 
algebra.ic expressions for the coefficients in the first order equations are present at the 
end of the section. 
111 Section 9 \Ve sho\v ho\v the equations deri\'ed b)r the perturbation a11al}'Ses in 
Sections 7 and 8 are solved for a sn1all elliptical \vhirl orbit of the rotor (or sl1aft )· in 
tl1e' labyrinth seal. ...\. harmonic response of the pressure a11d velocit}' field a.rou11d the 
rotor in each labyrinth cavit)' to the elliptical orbit is assun1ed. Bv tl1e so-lution 
' 
r11ethod the tin1e and circurnferentia.l angula.r position dependence in the equations are 
elin1inated~ a11d the solution ,yields a set of relative pressure values for each lab,yrinth 
ca,,it\' \vhich ca11 be readil\· su111n1ed to detern1ine the rotor dvna111ic coefficie11ts for the 
" ..... -.· 
labvrintl1 seal . 
... 
In Sectio11 10 ,ve disctiss in deta.il the relationship bet,veen rotor d)'na111ic 
coefficients for the labyrinth sea.I and the fluid pressure values for each la.byri11t.h cavit~' 
obta.inecl fron1 the solution of tl1e set of first order perturba.t.ion equa.tions. Fina.ll.Y ~. \Ve 
forn1ulate the 111ethod for deter111ini11g the la.bvrinth rotor d,1 na.111ic coefficients bv 
l_. ~· ' 111, 
nun1erical integration of the lab)'rinth ca.,,ity fluid rela.ti,·e pressures obtained b~, 
-I 
" 
/ 
I 
() 
. ,. 
solution of the first order perturbation equations . 
• 
In Section 11 we discuss rotor dynamic instabilit:y in general a,nd then describe 
several of tl1e earlier models used to ·predict labyrintl1 seal effects. In addition, ,ve sho,v 
the importance of complete and accurate labyrinth seal rotor dynamic coefficients for 
rotor-bearing system lateral rotor dynamic analyses. A reader u rifamiliar ,vith the 
subject of rotor dynamics may wish to first read Section 11 to gain some background 
understandi11g prior to proceeding to read the other sections of this work . 
• ,, 
8 
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SECTION 2 . 
LABYRINrI'I-1 SEAL GrOlVIETRIES AND NOTATI?NS 
I 
" 
_)vThe analyses developed i11 this work are applicable for 1nany of the lab:yrinth seal 
. ; 
geometries commonly found in industrial turbomachinery.. In this section we describe 
and classify these seal geometries and introduce the related geon1etric notation. !' 
Three general classes of seals are covered in the analyses. Tl1e classes are the 
straight seals as shown in Figures 1-3, the staggered seals shown in Figures 4 & 5, and 
stepped seals shown in Figures 6-9. 'Tihese geometries i11clude labyrinth seals with teeth 
on the stator and teeth 011 the rotor. The cross-hatching in Figures 1-9 indicate 
scl1ematicallv the stator. 
/ ._J 
The analysis described for the stepped labyrinth seals in Figures 6-9 is applicable 
also for the sta.ggered labyrinth seals in Figures 4 and .5. 
The general seal geon1etries sho,vn in Figures 1-9 can be analyzed ,vith the 
computer program, named LABY. The LABY input defines the specific geo1netry of 
the type labyrinth seal selected from Figures 1-9. 
,~:~ 
There are many variations of the general labyrinth seal geometries sho\v11 in 
Figures 1-9. The analyses 111ay be applicable to so1ne of these variations, although the 
LABY will not ha11dle every specific geon1_etry. Tl1ere are other variations for ,vhich 
the analyses are not applicable. These labyrinth seal geo1netry variatio11s discussed 
later in this section, but first the basic detailed geometries of the labyri11th seals are 
'\ described. '"\ ~ 
The 
~ 
' ba.sic detailed geoi11etry for a straigl1t labyrinth seal ,vith teeth on tl1e stator 
( 
I 
is described ill F,igttre 10. In Figure 10 the indices i-1. i. and i + l are used to define the 
geo111etry. 'l~lie' labyrinth tooth \V'-1'th the index i==l is tl1e first labyrinth tooth at tl1e. 
9 
-
: 
, ....... --- -
seal inlet. The labyrinth seal pitch Li is the axial spacing bet\veen the ith anc1 
(i+l)th labyrinth teeth. For the ith tooth the labyrintl1 seal tooth height is 8- and 
I 
,. 
Cri is the labyrinth seal tootl1 radial tip clearance \vhich is the radial clearance 
between the tooth tip and the shaft with the shaft ce11tered i11 the seal. 
The tip length TIPlJEN of the labyrinth teeth is in1portant for the co1nputation 
of the seal leakage flowrate across an individual labyrinth tooth, and therefore across 
the complete labyrinth seal. Tip length \vill be discussed i11 more detail later. 
y<> 
LABY assumes the(basic geon1etries for the labyrinth seal teeth are uniform, i.e., 
ea.ch tooth of the seal ha.s the sa111e tooth height ( except for staggered t)rpe lab)rrinth 
seals), the seal teeth tip lengths. and radial tip clearances bet,veen tl1e labyrinth teeth 
and the shaft are the same, and the seal pitch lengths are uniform. l\tlodification of 
LABY input and algorithms to have completely variable dimensions for the individual 
labyrinth teetl1 is possible, ho,vever. as a practical matter tl1ese variations are usuall)' 
not known for an actual labyrinth seal . 
.. i\. 111ore significant assun1ption is that the sl1aft and the la.b:yrinth seal stator 
parts are axially symmetric. Furthermore. in the analvses \Ve a,ssur11e also the shaft v 
move1nents are onlv lateral relative to the labvrinth seal stator, i.e.~ the ce11terli11e of 
V v , 
the labyri11th seal and centerline of the sha.ft are al,va~ys para.llel a.nd there is 110 conical 
or rocking 111otion of the shaft relative to the stator. 
Figure 11 sho\VS the ba.sic detailed geor11etry for a straight labyri1ith seal \Vith 
teeth on the rotor. Tl1e geon1etr.Y is defined the sa111e as for the straight lab)rrinth s-ea.l 
\vith teeth on the stator. For teeth on the rotor the a1111 ular area. for the leakage 
co111 pu tat ion 111 ust take i11 to consideration tl1e lab)rri11 th teeth l1eigl1 ts. 
Figures 12 and 13 sho\v the basic cletailed geo111etries for stepped lab,yri11th seals. 
In Figure 1~ the labyrinth teeth a.re on tl1e sta.tor a.nd the seal is a <livergi11g type. 
10 
{) 
I;-igure 13 is an example of a stepped labyrinth seal ,vith teeth on the rotor and a. 
converging t,ype. The geometries a.re defined like the stra.ight la.byrinth seals ,vith 
additional step dimension d introduced. 
The assumption of a regular step in the geon1etries sl10,vn in Figures 6-9, 12 & 
13 is a practical simplification for a variety of shapes resulting fron1 the actual 
.~ 
manufacturi11g techniques of stepped labyrinth seals. An assumption in the analyses 
and in LABY is the step height d is constant for all steps. The analyses and LABY. 
could be generalized for a variable step height, however, tl1is is un11ecessary for this 
,vork. 
Figure 14 sho,vs the basic detailed geornetry for a staggered lab,yrinth seal ,vith 
labyrinth teeth on the stator. ..t\gain~ the geo1netr,y is defined like the straight and 
stepped lab)rrinth seals. The a11alysis and LJ\By· algorithm for tl1e stepped labyrinth 
seal is applicable for the staggered lab_yrinth seal. Using the step heigl1t d , the LABY 
algorithm ,vill make the correct co111putation of the sha.ft radii for the staggered seal 
. 
labyrinth seal geo!Jl}:~try. 
V 
The shape of an individual lab,yrinth tooth in a labyrinth seal \vill effect the 
leakage flo,vrate across the individual teeth, and l1ence tl1e d:yna1nic coefficients for the 
lab:yrintl1 seal. Figure 15 shows a nu1nber of labyrinth teeth shapes. The effects of 
tl1ese shapes on the flow coefficie11t 1nay be found in the literature included in Neumann 
[14], Vern1es [15], a11d Bell a.nd Bergelin [16]. The length of tl1e lab,yri11th tootl1 tip and 
the ratio of the length of the tip to tl1e radial tip clearance are i111portant fa.ctors in 
cornputation of the leakage f1o,vra.te. S0n1e anal,yses of labyrinth seal leakage flowrate 
specificall:y consider the lab,yrintl1 tooth included angle sho,vn in Figure 16. This 
,vork does not consider la.byrinth tooth inclucled angle~ but lab)'rinth tooth sl1apes are 
included as a factor in detern1ining the leakage flo,vrate. 
11 
,._ 
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The analyses and. LABY developed in this \vork are general in na.ture~ but could 
be n1odified to provide rotor d~yna1nic coefficients for a. geo111etry not cc>vered in the 
nine basic types of labyrinth sea.ls shown in Figures 1-9. For exa1nple, the double-
·:... 
staggered labyrinth seal geometry show11 in Figure 20 is not handled by LABY. 
Ho\vever, the algorithm in LABY \vhich. sets labyri11th seal geometric dimensions could 
be changed to support the dou ble-staggeted labyrinth seals. Some selectivity and 
intuition are required for application of LABY for a particular labyrinth seal design 
and engineering judgement should be exercised when using the results i11 rotor 
dynamics problems. 
Abradable type labyrinth seals with nearly zero radial tip clearance as shown in 
Figure 21 are not specifically covered by this \Vork. i\ user could cl1oose to simplify the 
abradable la.byrinth seal n1odel and not include the effect of the labyri11th teeth cutting 
into the abradable material, ancl use the results from LABY for a labyrinth seal with 
rel a ti vel.Y tigl-1 t finite radial tip clearances. 
Staggered and stepped labyrinth seals in axially displaced off-design positions as 
sho\vn in Figure 22 are not handled bj' this \vork. Nor does this work cover 
honeycomb labyrinth seals a11d floating ring type labyrin tl1 seals. 
'""""'-
Next, in this section \Ve define and describe additio11al notation which will be 
' 
used ~n the analyses \vhich follo\v in th-is \Vork .. First, the coordinate system and shaft 
rota.tion is defined. N otatio11s for tl1e i1nportan t paran1eters gas leakage flow rate, and 
the gas pressures and circumferential ,,elocities in each labyri11th cavity are defined. 
Since the leakage flowrate across the labyrinth seal are dependent on tl1e annular 
clearance area- at each la.b.),rinth tooth tip, these annula.r areas are defined in this 
section. .-:\lso. because gas flo\v shear stresses enter into the ana.l_yses \vhich follo\v, 
shear surface a.reas \vill be definecl. 
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A right-han-d coordinate system as sho\vn in Figure 23 is used in the a.nal:ysis a.nd 
w is the angular velocity of the shaft, therefore, the velocity of the surfa,ce of the shaft 
at any position with radius Rsi \vill be Rsiw . 
Figure 24 schematically depicts a straight labyrinth seal \vith teeth on tl1e stator. 
The pressure at the inlet or upstrea1n of tl1e labyrinth seal is denoted PI~ or P 0 . At 
the inlet of tl1e labyrinth the gas e11tering the labyrinth seal 1nay or 1nay not have a 
circumferential velocity. This circu1nferential velocity is denoted V O and is k110\vh as 
the gas i11let swirl velocity. vVe ,viii refer to this inlet s,virl velocity in later discussions. 
TI1e gas circumferential velocity 111ay be positi\1e or negative follo\ving right-hand rule 
sign convention depicted in Figure 23, or zero if no circu111ferential velocity is prese11t. 
d 
The gas temperature TIN at the labyrinth seal inlet is considered co11stant through the 
labyrinth seal in all the cavities, i.e.~ the analyses are isothermal. 
TI1e first labvrintl1 tooth l1as the index i = 1 . The cavit,, bet,veen tl1e first 
v V 
tooth and the second tooth has the index i = 1 . The gas pressure i11 th~ first cavity 
a11d tl1e circu1nferential velocity of bulk gas flo,v in the first cavit}'' are denoted P 1 
and V 1 . respecti\'ely. The pattern is repeate~ \Vi th the subscript indicating the 
lab}'rinth seal cavity for tl1e pressures and circun1ferential velocities~ 
''"> 
I 
shown in Figure 24. / 
P. a11d 
I 
v. as 
I ' 
Tl1e last labyrinth tooth is denoted by tl1e index i == NT . The pressure at the 
labyrinth seal outlet is POlJT or PNT. The circu111ferential velocit:y do\vnstream of tl1e 
last seal tooth is not necessarv in the analvses. 
V ~ 
The cavity pressures are used in the leaka.ge flo\vra.te co111putations. The cavitv 
"' 
leakage flo,vrate, pressures, and circu111ferentia.l velocities a.re coupled by the co11tinuity 
a11d circu111ferential 111on1e11tu111 equations en1ployed to co111pute the rotor dyna111ic 
coefficients. 
,, 
' 
., 
f 
( 
'.• 
• 
{ 
• 
I 
, 
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J'he purpose of labyri11th seals in turbomachinery is to prevent or n1inin1ize the 
leakage flowrate of a fluid in the axial directio11 · alo11g the sl1aft or rotor co111po11ent. 
The leakage flowrate is denoted m . 111 Figure 24 for a labyri11th seal ,vitl1 teeth on 
the s\ator the leakage flows through the annular clearance areas wl1ich are an11ular 
orifices formed by the seal te~th tips and surface of the shaft. · Tl1~ lea-kage across the 
ith seal tootl1 is denoted rh; and the leakage flo\v an11ular area is denoted ANAR; . 
· Conti11uity demands the steady-state leakage flowrate across any seal tooth, s·ay 
rh; , must equal the steady-state leakage flow rate through the en tire labyri11 th seal, i.e. 
• • • • • • m m 1 = m 2 = . . . in i == n1 i + 1 . . . 111NT . 
The a11nular flow area for the ith seal tootl1 in Figure 24 is computed as follows: 
~ 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
For a straight labyrinth seal \Vith seal teeth on tl1e shaft the an11ular clearan.ce area for 
j 
the ith seal tooth is defined bv: 
., 
( 2 .:3) 
In leakage flowrate computations for stepped and staggered labyrinth seals, the 
step dimension d must be included to account for tl1e varyi11g annular clearance areas 
due to the changes in shaft radii. For example, tl1e a1111ular cleara11ce area for the ith 
,I 
seal tooth for tl1e diverging stepped labyrinth seal is tl1e teeth 011 the stator sho\Vll i11 
s (2.4) 
witl1 
Rs; == Rs;_1 + d . 
The bulk gas flow swirling ,vith citcumfere11tial velocit:y Vi i11 the ith labyri11th cavit)' 
results in viscous sl1ear stress rsi at the stator. ~all surfaces. Like\vise, the sl1aft ( or 
rotor) surface velocity relative to tl1e bulk gas flow circu1nfere11tial velocity V; results 
14 
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in a viscous· shear stress rr; on the shaft (or rotor) surface. rfhese shea.r stresses enter 
into the n1on1entum equations in the analyses and it is therefore necessa.ry t.o define the 
shear surface areas to each labyrinth cavity. 
For a straight labyrinth sea.I \Vith teeth on the stator sl10\vn in Figure 26., tl1e 
shea!' area 911 the stator for the ith labyrinth cavity is defined by t-he expression 
(2.5) 
The sl1ear area on the stator in (2.5) can be written 
stator~ shear area == 2 iT Rsi as; Li , (2.6) 
where the dimensionless stator shear area term asi is defined by 
(2. 7) 
Likewise, in Figure 26 tl1e surface of revolution for the shear area. 011 the shaft ( or 
( 
rotor) is defi11ed by the expression 
rotor shear area = 2 1r Rsi ari Li . (2.8) 
· where the rotor shear area term is defined b.Y 
ari = 1 . (2.9) 
Consider next a straight labyrinth seal with teeth on tl1e rotor. Referring to Figure 27, 
\Ve define the dimensionless shear area terms 
ar- = (2 B-+L·)./L· I I I I (2.10) 
and 
(2.11) 
For straigl1t interlocking labyri11tl1 seals as sl1ovvn in Figure 28 tl1e cli1ne11sio11less stator 
a11d rotor shea.r a:rea ter111s a.re~efined 
as- == ar. = ( B-+L. )·/ L-
, I I I I . ( 2.12) 
Tl1e din1ensionless cavit.Y shea.r area tern1s for staggered a11d stepped lab,yrintl1 seals are 
' 
clefined 'in Figures 29-32. 
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Finally, to complete tl1e discussion of geometric notatio11 a.gain consicler the 
swirling circumferential flo,vs in the labyrintl1 cavities. The lab,yrinth cavit)' n1a)' bt' 
considered a pipette, and tl1erefore to compute the shear stresses on the stator and 
shaft ( or rotor) surfaces the hydraulic diameter Dl1i for each cavit.Y rnust be defined. 
Recall from basic fluid 111echanics that the hydra11lic dia111eter is defi11ed by 
' 
Dh _ 4 x Cross Sectional Flo\v Area 
- Wetted Perin1eter (2.13) 
The l1ydraulic diameters for the labyrinth cavities for each t}'l)e labyrintl1 analyzed in 
the comp,1ter resulting from this ,vork a.re shovvn in Figures :3:3-:35 . 
• rc-l..:, 
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SECTION 3 
LEAI<AGE FLOvVRATE AND LABYRINTH CAVITY 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
' 
.. 
' 
The computation of the steady-state leakage flowrate tl1,rough tl1e labyrinth seal 
is important for the ana.lyses presented in this work. In this sP.ction, tl1e leakage 
' flowrate models used in the a11alyses and in the computer progra1n LABY are outlined, 
~ 
and the 111ethod for obtaini11g the individual steady-state pressures i11 each labyrinth 
cavity is described. The leakage flowrate and the pressure distribution are necessary (,. 
for the analyses of the labyrinth seal rotor dynamic coefficients. 
Tl1e con1putation of the labyrinth seal leakage flowrate is discussed i11 general 
and follo\ved oy the presentation of four specific methods' for computing the leakage 
flow rate \vhich have been incorporated into LABY. It is not the i11tent of this work to 
dev~lop or study in detail labyrinth seal leakage flowrate co111putation 1netl1ods. 
' 
Existing methods docum~nted i11 the literature including Neuman11 [14], Vermes [15], 
Egli (17] and Benvenuti et al [18] have been selected and incorporated in this \Vork. 
Flow through a labyrinth seal can be likened to ~es of shape-edged annular 
orifice tl1rottlings like the one sho,vn in Figure ,3'6. The 111ass flo\v pe.r unit time ri1 
can be related to the pressure P 1 upstrea111 · of tl1e throtrtli11g and the, pressure P 2 
" dow11strea111 of tl1e tl1rottli11g by the Saint Ven ant eq uatio11: 
P1 2 "'t+l • C0 * ANAR * •) P2 "I P2 ! (3.1) ITI = * --
R*T 1 "'/-1 pl ·p 1 
gc*lvlv\l 
Tl1e para111eters in eq ua.tio11 (3.1) are clefined belo\v. 
ANAR .i\.nnular flo,v area at the seal tooth tip., square feet 
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·co Discharge flow coefficien_t 
/ 
• m 
MW 
R 
T 1 
r 
Gravitational consta11t, 32~174 lb1n-ft/lbf-sec2 
Leakage flowrate, lb1n/sec 
Gas molecular weight, Ihm/lb-mole 
. Universal gas constant, 1545 ft-lbf/lb-mole 0 R. 
t 
Pressure upstream of the throttling, psia 
.. 
Pressure downstream of the throttling, psia 
Temperature upstream of the throttling, 0 R 
Gas ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv for the gas 
. . 
The Saint Venant equation (3.1 )" is obtained by assuming that the flow through 
tl1e annular orifice can be approxi111ated by a flow jet with uniform velocity Vi\X2 
and an area C0 *ANAR . The discharge coefficient C 0 n1ust be deter1nined from 
experimental data. 
We s11ould exami11e 111ore. closely the expressio11 in the Sai11t Ve11a11t equation, 
which we \vill call the 
at 
Expansion Functio11 == 
• (3.2) 
Egli sho,ved that tl1e expansion· fu11ctio11 is relatively accurate for well rounded nozzles 
for pressure ratios from P 2 /P 1 = 1.0 do,v11 to the critical pressure ratio (choked flow). 
; 
· For sharp-edged orifices the atct1racJ' of the expansio11 functio11 decreases significa11tly 
for pressure ratios P2/P1 < 0.8 . i\. reproductio11 of Egli's plot of the expa11sion 
function is sl1own i11 Figure 37. Accuracy de1na11ds an e111pirical adjust111ent of the 
expansio11 fu11ctio11. 
18 
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Another point to be examined closely is the effect i11 the Saint \Tenant eC:1uation \ 
(3.1) of the gas kinetic energy due to an upstream velocity \! t\X 1 . F'qr _straight 
labyrinth seals, generally, the velocity of the gas entering the first throttling alon,g the 
axial direction of the shaft ( or ··rotor) is zero, ~.e., V AX1 = 0 . Ho\vever, · the velocity 
of the gas entering successive throttlings \vould be non-zero due to tl1e gas jet flow 
issuing from the previous tl1rottling. 
The velocity of the gas entering a throttling is dependent on the gas jet velocity 
from the upstream throttling and tl1e geon1etry of tl1e seal tooth and tl1e labyrinth 
cavity. The kinetic energy carry-over from tl1e upstream throttling must be 
L._. ........ , 
determined from experimental data., or by detailed analysis of the flow. 
For interlocking, staggered, a11d stepped ty_pe labyrintl1 seals the kinetic energy 
carry-over 1nay be assumed to be zero, if the step is a greater height tl1an tl1e seal 
cleara11ce in ,vhicl1 case the gas jet velocity issui11g from tl1e upstrea1n throttling is 
destroyed . 
•• 
For straight type labyrin tl1 seals \Ve \vill later i11 trod uce a kinetic e11erg)' carry-
• 
over coefficient ii1to the leakage flowrate equations. 
i\notl1er problem ,vith( Sai11t Venant equation occurs if there is high pressure 
~ 
drop across the complete labyri11th seal and choke flo\V occurs across a tl1rottling point 
(a11 individual seal tootl1). 111 the case of cl1oked flo,v, it is appropriate to use 
Fliegner's formula to compute the leakage flowrate across tl1e individual labyrinth 
tooth. 
Finally, most of the earlier publications including Neumann (14], Vermes [15] and 
Egli [17], 011 111ethods for coin pt1 tation of . ..labyri11 tl1 seal leakage flow rate addressed tl1e 
proble111 of co111pt1ti11g the leakage flo\vrate through a con1plete labyrinth seal ,v~tl1 
i11ultiple throttling points. These papers focused 011 the problen1 of con1puting the 
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leakage ·flo,vrate and not the problem of determining the dist·ribution of pressure in the 
' . . 
labyrinth cavities: And, althougl1 the methods described in these earlier ,vo~ks can be 
adapted for staggered and ;erlocking labyrinth seals, the computatiOn of the leakage 
flowrate for stepped type labyrinth. seals was not adequately adclress~d. 
Befor.e_ proceeding with· the presentation of the a11a.,lytical cotnputation 1nethods 
.. 
for the leakage :flowrate, let us 1nake several other notes. I11 tl1e Sai11 t Ve11ant equation 
(3.1), we can group terms into an expression ,vI1ich we ,vill call the 
Flo,v Function= Pi*ANAll 
R*T 
. 1 
gc* 1\tlvV 
,, 
0 • 
(3.3) 
The flow function is a grouping ,vhich is included in all the for1nulations to co1npute 
leakage flowrate presented in tl1is work. 
We have already made n1ention of _the expansion function and the kinetic energy 
carry~over in the discussio11s above. In ge11eral, the leakage flo,vrate across an 
individual ith throttling (seal tootl1) can be computed witl1 _tlie followi11g relatio11ship: 
,J 
Flo,v 
Fu11ctio11 
* l(inetic E11erg~y * 
Carrv-over C~oefficien t 
,: 
Expansion 
Fu11ction 
. {:3.4) 
Next, let us discuss the discharge flo\v coefficient for an i11dividual tl1rottli11g. I11 
"" 
general, the value of discharge flo\v coefficient is a functio11 of tl1e Rey11olds Number, 
the ratio of· tl1e labyrintl1 tooth tip le11gth to seal radial tip cleara11ce, a11d the shape of 
labyrinth tooth as shown i11 Figu-res 15-18. U nfort u11ately, none of tl1e exis-ting 
empirical relationsl1ips for discl1arge flow coefficient i11clude correJation for the sl1aft ( or 
rotor) speed ,vl1ich accounts for tl1e surface velocity in tl1e a1111ular clea1~a11ce area. 
20 
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Ver1nes [15] uses a discharge flow c'oefficient empirical relationshiJJ ,vhich takes 
into account Reynolds Number- and tl1e seal tip length to ra.clial tip clec.tra-nce ratio .. but 
11ot the sl1ape of the seal tooth. 
The Cha.plygin [19] empirical relationship sl10,v11 later i11cludes no11e of the 
correlations. described above, but i_nstead the discharge flqw coefficie11 t is based on the 
pressure ratio across the throttling. 
Egli (17] includes only tl1e tootl1 tip le11gth to seal tip radial cleara11ce ratio but 
not the Reynolds Number in his correlatiqn. Neumann [14] i11cludes botl1 the tooth tip 
le11gth to seal tip radial clearance ratio and the tooth sh_ape but not the Reynolds 
Number i11 his empirical correlation for the discl1arge flqw coefficie11t. 
,, , 
We have. already discu~ssed the inaccuracy of expansion fu11ctio11 in the Sai11t 
Venant equation for a sharp-edge orifice if the throttli11g pressure ratio P 2 /P 1 is less 
" 
than 0.8 . Tl1e test data for throttli11g across a sharp-edged orifice presented by Egli 
(17] is more actually matcl1ed (see Figure 37) b:y a11 expa11sio11 function of the form . 
.., 
... 
Expansion Function = 1 - • (3.5) 
Neuma11n [14], Vermes [15], Egli [17], Jerie [20], and others have included 
en1pirical correlations for the kinetic energy carry-over in their 111etl1ods for co1nputi11g 
a 
tl1e leakage flo,vrate for labyrinth seals. As \Ve discussed above. tl1e velocity of the gas 
jet is~ui11g fro111 the upstrea1n tl1rottling is destro)red b:y the ste1> for staggered and 
stepped type labyrinth or b)' tl1e gas flo,v directio11 change for in terlocki1Jg t:ype seals. 
' 
Vermes a11d others have shown for straigl1 t type labyrin t~1 sea_ls the kinetic e11ergy 
carry-over is depe11_dent on the din1ensions of tl1e labyrinth cavit.Y, the seal tootI1 tip 
length to radial tip cleara.nce ratio .. a11d tl1e shape of the labyri11tl1 tooth. For this 
\ 
\ 
-- ---~" _..:._. 
work Vern1es residual kinetic energy carry-over factor \vill be used. ·rhe forn1,ulation is 
given later in this section. 
\Ve have made mention of choked flo,v in the lab\'rinth sea.I. lf the labvrinth seal 
~ .. 
overall pressure ratio PIN /POU1' is sufficient!)' high the leaka.ge flo,v across one of the 
throttling points will be choked. Experi1nental test resuJts for turbo1nachi11ery show 
choking almost always occurs at the last seal tootl1~ tl1at is at tl1e labyrinth seal outlet. 
It is conceivable choking could occur at the first seal tootl1 or a.t another seal tooth 
upstream of the outlet if tl1at seal tooth l1a.s a 111ucl1 smaller radial tip clearance 
relative to the other individual seal teeth clearances. For this work, we l1ave ·assumed 
all radial tip clearances are the same for the labyrintl1 seal being a11al:yzed. lVloreover, 
for computational purposes \Ve have assumed if flow choking occurs, it will occur at the 
last seal tootl1. \Ve \vill use Fliegner's formula [21] for the choked leal~age flo,vrate 
com.pu tat.ion. The form ula.tion is give11 later in this sectio11. 
Let us outline requiren1ents and attributes for a leaka.ge flo\vra.te con11)utation 
rnethod. First, the leakage con1putation and the related pressure distribution in the 
(I', 
lab}rri11th cavities must·"·be accurate. Second, the co111putation n1ethod should handle 
a.ll types of labyrinth seal geo111etries. Third_ the 1netl1od should iaclu<le procedures for 
a.ccurate con1putation of the discl1arge flow coefficients a11d the kinetic energ~y carry-
o,,er coefficients for each individual throttling across a seal tootl1. 
vVitl1 the above discussion in hand~ \Ve no,v proceed to describe tl1e 1netl1ods for 
co1nputation of the labyri11th seal leakage flo\vrate a11d ca.vity pressures. 
\! ern1es l\!Iethod 
The \! er mes 1nethod is used to co111 p u te the leakage f1o,v rate for the co111 plete 
labyrinth seal given the inlet pressure PIN ancl outlet pressure PO LTT and seal 
geon1etr,y. rrhe n1ethod cloes not ~yield the indiviclual lab)'rinth cavit)' pressures. 
•)•) 
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Moreover, the method is applicable to onl.Y strai~ht. and staggerccl t~·pe~ but. not 
stepped labyrinth seals. 
\ The \iermes method is considered relatively accurate an(l is J)robabl)' the rnethocl 
used most often by those i11 tl1e turbomachinery industry to co111pute lab)'tfinth seal 
I 
I 
. ' J 
leakage. vVe are using it in this \Vork for the purpose elf co1npa,ring leakage flowrate 
computations. In addition, we wiJl use the empirical data for cliscl1arge f1ow coefficient 
suggested by Vermes and Ver1nes' residual kinetic e11ergy carr)'-over factor i11 some of 
the other .leakage flowrate computation 6J)tions in this work. TI1e \lermes 1nethod 
/ 
formulation is shown belo\v. 
P1 
111 == 5. 76 * C0 * AN 1-\R * --.===== R*rfIN 
* 1 * 3 
~l-0' I 
( 3.6) 
lvIW 
In the above formulation the facto-r ,p is given by 
1- POlJT PIN 
/3 == • (3.7) 
POUT 
PIN 
Vermes called tl1is the gland factor ,vhicl1 is equivalent to tl1e expa11sion factor, but for 
multiple throttling. For straight type labyrinths NT is tl1e 11u111ber of seal teeth in 
the labyrinth seal. 
For staggered type seals N1 is a virtual nun1ber of teetl1 for the labyrintl1 seal'I 
. ' 
given b)' 
N I == NT y 
•) ' 
(3.8) 
-
wl1ere y is a function of the labyrintl1 seal pitch to ti1) radial cleara11ce ratio. An 
empirical fit for y versus TIPLENi/Cri is providecl i11 Appe11dix I. 
The discl1arge flow coefficient C0 used by Ver111es is based on data presented 
- _j_ ____ _ 
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by Bell and Bergelin [16] for a11nular orifices. Tl1e discharge flo,v ·coefficient is a 
function of Reynolds .Number and the se'al tooth length to radial tip cleara11ce ratio. 
As provided in Appendix II the data -has been e1npirically fitted for use in th·e co1nputer 
program resulting from this work. 
~ . 
In the Vermes' form ulatio11 tl1e expressio11 accou11ts for the. residual 
kinetic energy carry-over. For straight type labyrin tl1 seals 
0 _ 8.52 
- L-TirLEN + 7.23 . (3.9) 
For interlocking a.nd staggered type seal a 0 as the jet velocity is destroyed b~y the 
step. 
Finally, for clarity and co1nplete11ess let us present the defi11itio11 of tl1e notation 
for the Vermes form ula.tion above. 
ANAR 
Cr 
L 
• 
m 
N1W 
N' 
NT 
PIN 
POlTT 
R 
i.\11nular flo\v area at seal tootl1 tip, sq i11ches 
Discl1arge flo\v coefficient 
Radial tip clearance, i11ch 
. 
Labyrinth tooth spacing or pitch, i11cl1 
Leakage flowrate, lb111/ sec 
Gas molecular ,veigl1t, lbm/lb-mole 
\/irt ual n un1 ber of la.b,,rin th seal teeth 
... 
Nu1nber of labvrinth sea.I teeth 
... 
Inlet pressure upstrea.111 of tl1e sea.I, p:,ia, 
Outlet pressure do,vnstrea.111 of tl1e sea.I, psia. 
Universal gas constant~ 1545 ft-lbf/lb-111ole "R 
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r. 
TIN Gas temperature at tl1e seal i11Iet, 0 R 
'TIPLEN Seal tooth tip length at the restriction. inches 
y Virtual seal svste1n 
., 
Residual kinetic e11ergy carrj'-over factor 
/3 Gland factor 
N eu1nann-Chaplygin-Fliegner 
The method for the leakage flowrate computation described in tl1is part of the 
section is the one which ,vas applied i11 the papers by Cl1ilds a11d Scl1arrer [1] and 
Scharrer [2]. 
Neun1ann 's method (14] for the computation .of the leak·age flowrate, like Vermes' 
method, was intended for the con1plete labyrinth seal. The formulation is as follows 
m == µ *µ 2 * PIN*ANAR * 
l R*TIN 
Tl1e expression 
POLTT 
PIN 
NT 
gc*lvlvV 
..., 
-
POUT 
PIN 
N1' 
2 
is tl1e expansion function for the co1nplete labyrin tf1 seal correspondi11g_ to 
,I 
Vermes' 111ethod. 
I 
(3.10) 
(:3.11) 
. . 
1S lll 
Tl1e tern1s µ 1 and /t 2 are the discharge flo,v coefficient a.nd the kinetic energy 
carry-over coefficient. Neun1a11n also included a factor for angle<l lab,yrinth seal teeth 
\vhich is not included above. rfhe factor is equal to one for the non-a11gle<l seal teeth 
\Vhich are the subject of this ,vork. 
- --- ·- r .#. - ------- -- ·~ ···---
... 
• I ' """' !--t ,,·,; '-';-• ~I ''" .~.-. "r.' ' 
' 
... 
. . . . 
Neumann's paper provides empirical data for the dis.ch1argc tlo,v coefficient. basc(l 
on the seal tooth tip length to radial tip clearance ratio and the sha.J>e of rhe lab~'rinth 
tooth. This data is included in i.\ppendix II. 
N eun1ann presented a fortn ulation for the kinetic: energ.)' carr)'-ovcr coefficie11t in 
which 
NT (3.12) µ2 = (1-j)NT+j 
where 
( 3.13) 
accounts for the geometry of the labyrinth seal si1nilar to tl1e gland factor in the 
Vermes formulation. 
For interlocking and staggered type labyrinth seals µ 2 == 0 . By letting the 
number of seal teeth NT equal 011e in Neumann'~ formulation, Childs a11d Scharrer [1], 
use Neumann's method for computation of the leakage flowrate across individual seal 
teeth. Childs and Scharrer have discarded Neumann's discharge flow coefficient in 
'; 
favor of a Cl1aplygin [19] relationship. For a computation of the· flowrate for an 
individual seal tooth tl1rottli11g tl1e forn1ulation is as follows: 
2 
(3.14) 
The discharge flow coefficie11t µ 1 i fro111 Chapl)1gi11 is given by 
(3.15) 
26 
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where 
S· I - 1 . 
The kinetic energy carry-over coefficient-. µ 2 is given b~, (3.12) abovP. 
(3.16). 
The Neumann-Chaplygi11 1nethod has t,vo weaknesses which standout. First, the 
'v· 
'• discharge flow coefficient µ 1 is based only on the pressure ratio across tl1e seal tooth 
and is not a function of the seal tooth geometry, shape or tip clearance, or Reynolds 
Number. Second, the kinetic energy carry-over coefficient is actuallv for1n ulated 
V 
for the con1plete labyrinth· seal ra.tl1er than only the i-nclividual cavit,y. 
Since cl1oked flo\v can exist across the last seal tooth, Child and Scl1arrer [l] 
applied Fliegner's formula given belo\v for computation of the leakage flo\vrate for the 
labvrinth seal. 
V 
• 
mNT = µlNT * µ2 * 
PNT-1 *.,\NARNT 
R*TIN 
gc*wlvV 
* 
(:3.17) 
Cl1oke flo\v occurs ,vhen the gas exitin.g- the restrict-ion is at sonic \relocity a11d the 
pressure ratio across tl1e restriction is 
'Y 
•) ,-1 
... 
;+1 • (3.18) 
I-la.ving the n1ethod for co111puting the lea.kage flo\vra.te across tl1e in<li\'idua.l seal teeth 
allo\vs for the developr11en t of an iterative procecl ure sin1ilar to that st1ggested b)' 
C'.l1ilds and Scha.rrer (l] for con1puti11g the leaka.ge flo,vrate through the co111plete 
labyri11tl1 a.nd tl1e cavit:y pressure distribution. 
/ 
·)-
- -- L. 
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Again, for clarity and completeness ,ve ,viii define the notation for the abovP 
'• 
outline. 
i\N ARi A11nular flow area for the seal ith tooth tip., sq. inches 
AN ARNT Annular flow area for the s.eal NTth or last tootJ1 tip, sq. inches 
Cr. 
I 
• 
J 
L. 
I 
• 
m-1 
NIW 
NT 
PIN 
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
POlJT 
R 
S· I 
TIN 
7f' 
. Radial tip clearance for the ith tooth tip., i11ch. 
. ) 
Gravitational constant, 32.2 lbn1-ft/lbf-sec2 
Labyrinth seal· geo1netric factor in tl1e kinetic energ)' carryover coefficie11t 
Labyrinth tooth spacing or pitch for ith cavity~ inch 
Leakage flowrate across the itl1 seal tooth tip, lbm/sec 
Leakage flowrate across the last or NTtl1 seal tootl1 tip, lbn1/sec 
Gas molecular ,veight. lbn1/lb-n10Ie 
N um her of lab\'rinth seal teeth 
.., 
Pressure at the la.b)1 rinth seal inlet or upstrea111. psia 
Pressure in the ith la.bs·rinth ca.\'it)' ~ psia. 
Pressure in the (i-l)th labyrinth cavit)'. psia 
Pressure i11 the last that is ( N T-1 )tI1 lab,yri11 tl1 cavit~y, psia 
Pressure at the lab,yrinth sea.I 0utlet, psia 
Pressure at tl1e lab)1 rinth seal outlet or do,v11strea111. psia 
Universal gas constant, 1545 ft-lbf/lb-111ole 0 R 
Expansion factor for tl1rottling. See ( 3.16) 
Temperature at the la.b,yrinth seal i11let or.upstrea111~ "R 
Co11stant Pi == 3.14!~927 
'"' 
Neun1ann discha.rge ·tlo,v coefficient 
Neu n1an n kinetic energ,y ca.rrJ'-over coefficient 
!~ 
') 
-·.----------- ·~~ 
.. f, -
.. 
.. 
• I 
Neumann Modified-Fliegner 
The third method for co111puting the leakage flo,vrate is siruilar tu the 1>revious 
one. Again, it will enable us to compute the flo,vrate at a single restriction and ,vith 
· the application of continuity it \Vill yield the cavity 1>ressures. ~r he for1n ulation is a.s 
follows belo~v. 
• ffi. 
I 
p. 1 
C0 * AN AR; * ---;:=='-== 
R*TIN 
gc* i\I \\T 
') 
-
* 
~1-·a 
(3.19) 
In the abo,·e formulation a is the \/ ern1es ~ resid ua.l kinetic energ)' carr:y-over factor 
\vhich is 
8.52 a == ----=-............. -=---------L. - T JP LEN -
I I + Cr. 
I 
J (3.9) 
-, ·)3. I • _, 
for straigl1 t seals and a 
seals. 
0 for interlocki11g, staggered~ or stepped type lab:yrinth 
For cl1oked flow across the last seal tooth again Flieg11er's forn1ula gi,,en belo\v is 
used and \/ermes' formula.tion \vill be appropria.tel:y applied for the kinetic en~rg:y 
carry-over. 
R*TIN 
gc*NI\1V 
•) 
-· 1· 
1+l 
;'+1 
1'-1 
* -----;::==---~ 1 - n ( 3.20) 
For these co1nputations ther·e is the option for using tl1e discharge flo,v coefficie11 ts 
either fro111 \iermes in i\ppendix I or fro1n Neu111an11 in ~\ppendix II. 
Defi11ition of the notations for the above for111ulations are listed belo\v. 
1\11nular flow area for tl1e sea.I itl1 tootl1 tip., sq incl1 
• 
• 
~ 
i.\N ARNT .. t\nnular flo\v area. for the seal NTth or last tooth tip, sq inch 
C 0 Discharge flow coefficient 
Cr. 
I 
L-1 
• 
ill· I 
• 
inNT 
IVIW 
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
PNT-1 
R 
TIN 
TIPLENi 
Radial tip clearance for ith tooth tip, inch 
' 
Gravitational constant, 32.2 lbm-ft/lbf-sec2 
. Labyrinth tooth spacing or pitch for the ith cavity, incl1. 
Leak.age flowrate across the ith seal tooth tip, Ihm/ sec 
Leakage flo\vrate a.cross the NTtl1 seal tootl1 tip, lb1n/sec 
c_-:;as molecular weight, lbm/lb-mole 
\· 
,. . 
Pressure in the ith la.byrinth cavity, psia .. 
Pressure in the (i-l)th labyrinth cavity, psia 
Pressure in the ( NT-l)tl1 labyrintl1 cavity, psia 
U 11iversal gas constant~ 1545 ft-lbf/lb-1nole '·R 
Ternperature at the lab,yrinth seal inlet or upstrea.111, -~R 
Tip length for the ith seal tooth tip, inch 
Residual kinetic energy carry-over factor (Verrnes) 
Gas ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv 
Saint Vena.nt-Fliegner 
r 
.. t\11other 1nethod a11d a11 option available in LAB\l for co1111)uting the leakage 
flo\vrate is to use a n1ethod \vith the Saint \lenant equatio11 \Vhich includes an 
expression for the dynan1ic pressure of the ga.s jet velocitJ' exiting the upstrea.111 
tl1rottli11g restrictio11. The forn1ulations fro111 the leal~age flo,vrate through the ith 
restriction is 
}:l. 
I 
p. -.1 I-
1 
* 
'> 
-
""I I ( 3.21) 
• 
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\Vhere V .. L\.Xi_ 1 2 is the square of the jet velocit~r issuing fro111 the (i-l)th restriction. 
The kinetic energy carry-over factor o is f ro1n \ 1 ernaes as previouslJ· discussed. 
a . L.-TIPlE~. (3.9) 
I I + 7 .23 Cr. 
I 
.. 
The residue kinetic energy car~y-o,1er factor ,viii restrict values no greater than 1.0. 
The gas jet velocity issuing from the (i-l)th throttling restriction is 
• 
ffi. 1 * I-
Co*Pi-2* 
Sonic velocity is reached in the ith throttling ,vhen 
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
< 
-, 
I 
I 
"Y-1 I 
F'or chokecl flow across a restriction the lea.kage flo,vrate is 
( 
'i' 
I ~--------/' 
The notations for tl1e for1n ulatio11s above a.re defined as follo,vs belo,v . 
.. \1111ular flo\v area for the sea.I ith tooth tip .. sq. inch 
.. L\.Ni\RNT i\.n11ular flo,v a.rea. for the seal NTth or last. tooth tip'\ sq. inch 
Cr-
' ( 
Discharge flo,v coefficient 
Ila.dial tip clearance for ith sea.I tuot.h tip~ inch 
c_-.; ra vi tationa.l co11s ta.u t. .. 32. :2 l b111-ft / l bf-sec2 
- - - - - --~----·---------
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24} 
~- - --- =----- -'--------~---- ~--------·-- ·- - ----- -·-··- ----------------~~-
'. ·, ... ,. . 
L. 
I 
• m 
MW 
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
R 
TIN 
TIPLINi 
VAX-1 
VAXi-l 
.. 
. ' . . 
Labyrinth tooth spacing for ith cavit)· o,r pitch.~inch 
Leakage flowrate across ith seal tooth tiJ>. lb1n/:-;ec 
. Leakage flowrate across the NTth seal tooth t iJ> .. lbn1/sec 
Gas molecular \Veight, lbn1/lb-1nole 
Pressure in the itll lab)1 ri11th. cavity, psia 
f 
Pressure in tl1e (i-l)th labyri11th ·cavit)', psia 
Universal gas co11stant., 1545 ft-lbf/lb-1nole -R 
" ... Te1nperature at the labj'rinth seal inlet or upstrea1n. "R 
Labyrinth seal ith tootl1 tip length .. incl1 
,,.\xiar velocity of the gas discl1arging fro111 the seal ith tootl1 tip throttling, 
• 
ft/sec 
Axial velocity of the gas discl1arging fro111 the seal ( i-l)th tooth tip 
throttling, ft/ sec 
Residual kinetic e11erg)' carr)'-over factor ( b.Y \ier1nes) 
Gas ratio of specific heats Cp / C\' 
Gas densit~y in the (i-l)th lab:yrinth cavit)'. lb111/cu ft 
Algorithn1s for Computa.ting I.Jea.ka.ge Flo,vrate and Ca.vit,, Pressures 
w;.> y\iith 111etl1ods available to co111pute tl1e lab~,rinth seal leakage flo,vrate across 
tl1e indi,,idual seal teetl1 ,ve can 110,v develop a procedure to co111pute tl1e leakage 
flovvrate and the lab)rri11th cavit:y presst1res. Three conditions n1ust be satisfied b)' tl1e 
fi11al co111 p u tat ions: 1) 
Cl 
Con tin uit~y n1 ust be n1ain taine<l: that is tl1e lea.kage f1o,vrate 
con1puted for each seal tooth throttling n1ust equal a.ll the other i11di\ridua.l leakage 
flowrate co111putations" 2) the boundary value of the pressure upstrea111 of the 
labyrintl1 sea.I 111ust be sa.tisfie(l. and 3) - the bou11cla.r)' \'a.lue <)f the pressure at the 
labvri11tl1 sea.l outlet n1ust be sa.t.isficd. 
V , 
. . 
• 
• 
' 
"" 
--· ·-·--···----------~-
,.-c..i. 
• 
• 
·'co1nputation of leakage flo,vrate and tl1e lctb~·rinth . cav1tv 
~ 
. p rcss u res ts an 
,· 
iterative procedure. The strategs· is to first estirnate a leakage tlo\,·rate. 'fhen. 
' starting at either the first or the last seal tooth tip throttliug and usi11g that leakage 
• 
flowrate march through the seal to compute a set of cavit)' pressures upstrean1 and 
. 
downstream of each seal t.oot.h tip throttling to detern1ine a bound~.r)' pressure at the 
other end of the labyrinth seal. When the lea~age flo,vrate estimate results in a 
convergence to the known boundary pressures at the inlet a11d outlet of tl1e labyrinth 
seal the·n the determination of the leakage flo,vrate and the cav1t)' pressures is 
(' 
complete. The procedure for stepping through the seal 111a.y be either a for,vard or 
. backward marching algorithm. 
If the leakage flow is cI1oked at the last seal tooth· tip, this 111ust be determined 
' in the procedure. Further discussions of tl1ese algorith111s are gi,·e11 in .. :\ppe11dix III. 
· Leaka.ge Flowrate per Circun1ferentia.l Length 
Fi11allJ', the . Ill 
circumfere11 tial length 
analyses follo\v the leakage 111a.ss flo,vrate per 
q. is re(I uired. Tl1is ca11 be obtained by·,. di\'iding the leakage 
.1 
1nass flowrate for the ith seal tootl1 tip ri1i . . I.e ... 
( 3.25) 
t 
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SECTION 4 
CIRCU1\1FERENTIAL VELOC~ITIES IN THE LABYRINTH Ci\ VITIES 
AND SHEi\R STRESS MODEL FOR TURBULENT FLOW 0 
In Section 2 is is nOted that the bulk circumferential velocity V(~n the ith 
labyrinth cavity results in viscous she~r stresses rsi and, rri at the stator and rotor 
. ( or shaft) surfaces, respectively ,\vl1ich enter into the momentum equations, and hence 
also enter into the perturbation analyses described in later sections of this work.; 
In this section we describe how tl1e circumfere11tial velocities in tl1e labyrinth 
cavities are computed. Because the shear stresses 011 tl1e labyri11th cavLty walls are 
requirecl to compute. the circumferential velocities i11 the labyrinth cavities, in this 
"' 
sectio11 we also discuss several shea.r stress n1odels including the one which is u'd in 
this work and in LAB"\''". 
Referri11g to Figure 24 one can visualize the mass of gas in each labyrinth rnoving 
· with bulk circumferential velocities de11oted V;l , V 2 , .. , \li ~ . . for the i==l~ :2, ... 
lab:yri11th ca\'ities, respecti,,elj' ... :\.s described i11 Section 2 the gas a.t the inlet of the 
labyri11th seal entering the first seal tooth 1nay or ma)'. not have a circun1ferential 
velocity or inlet swirl velocity VO • 
The circumferential momentu1n of the gas i11 the ith labyri11tl1 ca\'ity is 
Mass of gas 
i11 the ith 
labyrinth cavity 
( 4.1) 
If \Ve consider a control \'olun1e clefined by the labyrinth cavit,y, t.he11 the rate of cha11ge 
of circu1nferential 111omentu111 i11 the itl1 co11trol volu111e is ec1ual tu the circumferential 
q 
momentu111 entering the co11trol volu1ne 111i11us the circun1fere11tial 1110111e11tu1n exiting 
the control volume plus the su111111ation of the forces acti11g 011 tl1e co11trol volume, or 
. . 
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Rate o'f Change of 
Circumferential Momentum 
in the Control Volume 
Circumferential 
Momentum Exiting 
the Control Volu1ne 
• 
+ 
.. 
Circu n1ferential 
Momentun1 Entering 
the Control \;olu111e 
Sun1 of the Forces 
. i\.cting 011 the 
Control \iolu1ne 
• ( 4.2) 
The circumferential momentum entering the ith labyrinth· cavity is due to leakage of 
,I • 
gas into that labyrinth cavity from the (i-l)th labyrinth cavit:y \vith circumferential 
velocity \/i-l , • I.e. 
rhi-1 vi-1 · ( 4.3) 
The circumferential momentum exiti11g the ith labyrinth cavity is due to the ·leakage of 
gas from the ith labyrinth cavity witl1 \,1'i and i11to (i+l)th labyrintl1 cavity. That is 
( 4.4) 
The circun1ferential flow of tl1e gas moving in the ith lab),rinth ca\.rit)' ,vitl1 velocit)' V, 
relative to the labyrinth cavity stator wa.ll and Rs-w - \t~- relative to tl1e rotor (or I I 
shaft) surface results i11 the sl1ear stresses rsi a11d rr- at tl1e control \·olume stator I 
and rotor ( or shaft) surfaces., respective!)'. Tl1e lab,1 rint.l1 ca,,it,, shear surfaces areas 
v v 
asi and ari are defined for the sta.tor a11d the rotor ( or sl1aft ) .. respecti,·el)' .. i11 Section 
2 and by Figures 26-32. Therefore .. tl1e shear force acti11g on tl1e ith lab_y·rinth cavit)r 
control volurne at the stator surfa.ce is 
stator shear force = rsi ( 2iT Rsi asi Li) . ( 4.5) 
i\nd, the shear force acti11g 011 the labyri11th cavity co11trol \'olu111e at tl1e rotor ( or 
shaft) s11rface is 
( 4.6) 
.L\ circu111fere11tial 1110111entu111 eq·u·atio11 ( 4.2) ca11 be \vritte11 ·for each lab)1 rinth cavit)' 
using tl1e ter111s ( 4.3) tl1rough ( ~.6). For tl1e itl1 labyri11t.h cavit)' tl1e result is 
' ' 
' 
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Rate of Change of 
Circumferential l\:Ion1en tu 1n 
in this Control \/olun1e 
----------~ 
( 4. 7) 
For the steady-state condition the rate of change of circun1fcrential n10111entum 
in the ith labyrinth cavity control volum.e is zero and the leakage flo,,·rc1te is 
• 
m . . . . 
• 
n1- 1 I- (2.l) 
Therefore, for the steady-state condition the circu111fere11tial 1110111entu111 equation ( 4.7) 
for. the it h I ab v ri n t }{ ca vi t v can be \ v r it ten V v 
( 4.8) 
The shear stress piodel used to con1 pu te the la.b)'rin th cavit.Y stator shear stress -c I .::, • 
I ) _\ 
and the rot.or ( or shaft) shea.r stress ,ri . is described later in this sectio11. The value 
for the circumferential velocit:y \ 1~i is the only unkno,vn in tl1e for111 ulation applied to 
compute rsi and ,ri , therefore the only u11kno\vns in ( 4.8) are \/i-l and V 1 • 
Recall the inlet s,virl velocitv 
.., is a kno,vn i11put for tl1e problen1 of 
computing labyrinth sea.I rotor cl)'nan1ic coefficie11ts. For the i == 1 or the first 
labyrinth cavity Vi-l == \l0 • therefore \/ 1 is the only unk110,vn i11 ( 4.8 ). The 1 
circumfere11tial mome11tun1 e(1ua.tion ( 4.8) is no11-li11ear. but it ca11 be sol,,ed \Vitl1 a 
11umerica.l root fi11ding technique. Sta.rti11g ,vith the first la.b)'rinth ca.vit)'. i == 1 the 
solutio11 for V 1 can be deter111ined. the11 used in tl1e i == ·, or second la.b)rri11tl1 ca\1 ity 
to cleter111ine \l 2 , and so on. ..:\.ppl)'ir1g (-!.8) successivel_y for ea.ch lab)'rinth ca.vit)' 
f ro111 the i == 1 to tl1e i == ~T - 1 . the stea.d\·-sta.te circu111ferential velocities in the ., 
la.bvrinth ca.vities ca.n be (ietern1inecl . ., 
.1\ 111odel attributed to H. Bla.sius [9] for turbt1Ient flo\v in sn1ooth pipe is used in 
this ,vork. The shear stress r corresponding to a. flo,v velocit}r L: a.ncl tluid <lensitv 
.... 
p is given b)' 
36 
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f P u2 
T == 8 gC 
where tl1e friction factor f is related to the Re:ynolcls \'un1ber \Vith the cx.peri111ental 
relation 
f == 111 * Ren , (4.10) 
a11d m a11d 11 are non-di1nensio11al en1pirical constants. The_ R_eynolds N u111ber is 
defined as 
Re= p Vµ Dh. 
Irt the above formulae the definitions are as below. 
Dh 
Ill 
n 
p 
T 
µ 
~ 
. f 
Hydraulic diam\ter, inches 
(~ravitatio11al constant. 386 lbn1-inch /1 bf-sec2 
E1npirical constant based on experimental data, di1nensionless 
E1npirical constant based on experin1ental data, di111e11sionless 
Density of the fluid, lbm/inch sec 
Shear stress, psi 
Absolute viscosity of the fluid, lb111-sec/ft 
Blasius sl10\ved ~l1at for sn1ooth circular pipes and for Re < 100,000 
f == 0.3164 Re-0·25 
( 4.11) 
( 4.12) 
This is the formulation used b)' Cl1ilds a11d Scharrer [1] and by Scl1arrer [2]. It is also 
the turbulent sl1ear stress 111odel utilized in this work. 
For flo\v in circular tubes ancl Re < 1200 the flo,v required is lan1inar and 
64 
f == Re . (4.1:3) 
However, \Ve have assu111ed the circur11ferential flo\v in the lab,yrinth cavit.Y a.s always in 
the turbulent flow regin1e. 
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Otl1er formulations for friction factor could also 1Je considerecl. P ra11d tl "s 
universal Ia,v for friction for smooth pipes 
fr = 0.86 fn ( Re {f) ~ 0.8 
has been verified experimP-ntally by J ... Nikuradse [22] for .Rey.nolds Nu111bers up to 
3.4 X 106 .. 
Colebrook [22] developed ·an empirical functio11 for co111111ercial pipes for tl1e 
transition region between laminar flow a11d fully developed turbulent flow. This 
empirical function ~\ ~ 
1 0 86 £n -E'/-D + 2.51 . {i = - . 3.7 Re{r · . (4.15) 
is the basis for the Moody·diagram. 
The sand-grain rough11ess f is tl1e 111ean heigl1t of tl1e protubera11ce 011 the pipe 
surface, ai1d t/D is a di1nensio11less relative roughness. For the perturbation 111odel i11 
Section 5 a.11d LABY the Blasius· 111odel is used. 
' 
In applying the Blasius for111 ulatio11 above to tl1e circu111fere11 tial flo\v in a 1) 
labyrinth cavity, the shear stresses on tl1e stator a11d tl1e rotor surface 1nust be 
considered separately. The 111a.g11it ude a.t the circumferential flo,v velocit~y relative to 
the stator surface in the ith labyrintl1 cavi~y is I Vi I . TI1erefore, the shear stress at 
the stator surface of tl1e ith labyri11th cavity is 
rs- = 1/s f P· v.2 , I · I I ( 4.16) 
where 
f = 0.3164 Re- 0 ·25 ( 4.17) 
P·I \I. 1011. Re _;_ 1. I I 
- . Jl ... \ (4.18) 
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As it ,vill be~om'e more appa.rent1 in Section 5, depending on the direction of the 
• 
circumferential flo,v velocity Vi , a· proper sign must be assigned to tl1e value of the 
··--.,. 
stator shear stress· ,vhich is entered i11to the momentum equation developed i11 Section 
5. The formulation which results i11 the proper convention is 
TS· == 1/8 f P· v.2 sirrn(V·) I , . I I t:.> I . ( 4.19) 
Relativ~ to the rotating shaft ( or rotor) surface, the bulk circumfere11tial flow is moving 
with a velocity Rsiw - Vi . The Reynolds Number based on this relative velocity is 
P. IRs-w-V-1 Dh. R··e- I I I I 
- µ . ( 4.20) 
Using the Reynbolds .Nu1nber ba.sed 011 (4.11) to co1npute the frictio11 factor by (4.8) 
a.nd. assigni11g t11e proper sig11 correction tl1e sl1ear stress at the shaft (or rotor) surface 
. 
1S 
(4.21) 
Finally, si11ce the kinematic viscosit)' v == µ/ p . \Ve ca11 write tl1e Reynold N u111bers for 
" ' 
shear stress at tl1e itl1 labyrinth ca\'ity stator stress ( 4.18) 
IY·f Dh, 
Re == 1 v 1 ( 4 .18 a.) 
and for sl1ear stress at tl1e rotor (or sl1aft) surface in tl1~, ith lab}'rinth cav·ity 
jRs-w-V-1 Dl1. 
Re = 1 v 1 1 • ( 4. 2 0 a.) 
For shear stress at the .ith lab,yrintl1 ca.vit~y sta.tor \vall con1bining ( 4.12) and (4.18a) in 
( 4.19), \Ve arrive at 
111 S 
2 l\.,·d Dhi 
rs. = 1/2' P· v. · ns I , I I V sign (\/i). (4.22) 
For sl1ear stress at the rotor ( or sl1aft. surface) in tl1e ith labyrinth cavity co111bi11ing 
( 4.12) a11cl ( 4.20a) in ( 4.21), ,ve arrive at 
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equatio11s ( 4.22) and ( 4.2:3) ctbove the elnpirical constants 
r, // 
ms mr -. 0.25 . 
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SECTION .5 
' 
CONTINlTITY i\ND i\101\'IENTlJl\!J EQUi-\ T·IONS 
FOR STRi\I(;HT TYPE LAB'\"RINTI-1 SE.ALS 
In tl1is section we deriv~ the ·differential equations gover11ing the ti1ne dependent 
cavity pressures Pi(t, 0), circu1nferential velocities Vi(t, 0) , and tl1e leakage flowrate 
tjii(t) for straight type labyri11th seals as sl1own in Figures 1-:3. Tl1e co11tinuity and 
circumferential momentum eq uat.ions are clerived for a single co11trol volume in an 
• 
individual labyrinth cavity. 
The differential control volume for tl1e ith labyrintl1 cavity is sl1own in Figures 
38 & 39. The geometry for tl1e straight type labyrinth seals is defined in Section 2 and 
Figures 10 & 11. In addition, the labyrinth cavity pressure Pi , circumferential 
velocity \Ii , a11d leaka.ge flo\vrate 111i a.re sho,vn i11 Figure 24. 
Development of the con tin uit~y eq nation is started by considering differential 
control volume vvith mass fluxes sho\vn in Figure 40. The .1nass of tl1e gas in tl1e 
t 
control volume is at pressure Pi ~ a.nd density Pi . Tl1e analysis is isother1nal and the 
temperature of the gas througl1out the seal is equal to the inlet temperature TIN of the 
labyri11th seal. The 111ci.ss of gas i11 the control volu111e is 111ovi11g \Vith a bulk 
circumfere11tia.l vel'ycity Vi . 
/ 8A. 
Ai and .. t\; + ae I dO . 
The trans,,erse surfaces of the control volu1ne have areas 
(5.1) 
Next, all tl1e mass flux terms are described. Tl1e 111ass of tl1e gas i11 the co11trol volu111e 
. 
IS 
( 5.2) 
The ti1ne rate of cl1ange of 111a.ss in the control \'olu111e is 
( 5.3) 
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The mass flo\vrate entering the control ,·olun1e through the su.rfacc .-\i is 
(5.4) 
The mass flowra.te exiting the co11t1~01 volume at the tra11sverse surface 
. / 
• 
IS 
fJp. oV- . fJA. 
- ( p j + a(}' dB) (Vi + . a() ' d () ) (Ai + {J () ' d () ) . ( 5.5) 
By rieglectjng all the terms of order higl1er tha11 the first order tern1s, ( 5.5) becomes 
( 5.5) 
Note, t·he usual sign conve11tion is e1nployed: Flux e11tering the co11trol volume is 
positive and flux exiting is negative. 
The leakage flo\vrate enteri11g tl1e to11trol volume in tl1e co11trol volu1ne in the 
axial direction from tl1e upstrea111 (i-l)tl1 labyrinth cavity through the ith seal tootl1 is 
·(5.6) 
Tl1e leakage flovvrate exiting the control volu1ne i11 the axial direct througl1 the (i+l)th 
seal tooth is 
Metl1ods for C(?mputi11g tl1e stea.d)r-state leakage flowrate 
(5.7) 
111- a.re described in 
I 
Section 3. It is i1nportant to reiterate the leakage flo\vrate i11 tl1e co11ti11uity a11d. 
i, 
circu111fere11 tial mo1nentu1n equatiol1s are the flo,vrate per circu111ferential le11gtl1 
For continuity to be 111aintai11ed 
Rate of cl1ange 
of 111ass i11 tl1e 
co11trol ,,rolun1e 
~
1lass 
· e11 teri11g the 
co11 trol ,,olu111e 
l\1Ia.ss 
exiti11g tl1e 
control volu111e 
( 5.8) 
• •• ,.. ~- ............ ·- -· •• !lo., .... ~ .. 
I 
S u b st it u ti o 11 of the terms ( 5. 3 ) t h rough ( ,5. 7 ) i n c q u at i C) n ( 5 . S ) a b o v e r cs u 1 ts i n t he ~
continuity equation. 
( 5.9) 
By dividing equation (5.9) by Rs;dO and simplifying the co11tinuit~y equatio11 becomes 
!:) . p-V-. [)A. p.A. av. v.A. 8 P· 
u ( p A ) + , , ,. +· , , 1 + , , , + q· Cl _ o at i i Rs i 8 () Rs i 8 () Rs i . 8 e i + 1 - i - . (5.10) 
Next, the circumferential 1nomentum equation is developed l)y a11 approach 
similar to that for the conti11 uity equation above. However, i11 addition to the 
momentum fluxes entering and exiting the control volume the l)ressure forces and shear 
stresses acting on the co11 trol vol u111e rn ust be i11cl uded. 
Figure 41 shows the circu111ferential n1on1e11tun1 fluxes entering and exiting tl1e 
control volume. Tl1e terms for the circu1nferential 1nomentu1n fluxes are described 
below. 
The gas in the ith control volume described by tl1e term ( 5.2) is swirling with a 
" 
bulk circu1nferential ,,elocity \li . Therefore, tl1e mome11tum of the gas is 
(5.11) 
The rate of cl1ange of circu1nferential mon1entum i11 the co11tr0I volu111e is 
~ The circu1nferential 1110111e11tun1 enteri11g the control volu111e at the tra11sverse surface 
A. is 
I 
2 P.\f. A. I I .. '-\. I • 
rfhe circu1nfere11tia.l 1110111entu111 exiting the control at tra.ns,,erse surface 
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(.5.14) 
Neglecting a.ll the terms of order higher than the first (>rcler t.er111s. ( 5.1-l) becon1es 
.,. 
(5.14) 
The leakage flowrate per circu111ferential length c1i is considered to enter witl1 a 
circumferential velocity cotnponent \/i-l due to the bulk ci"rcu111ferential velocity in tl1e 
( i-1 )th laby.rin th cavity. rI'herefore~ th is leakage flowrate con tributes tl1e 
circumferential momentum 
( 5.15) 
Likewise tl1e leakage flovvrate per circun1fere11tial length exiting tl1e control \1olume 
<ii+l decrease the circu1nferential n101nentun1 by 
.. 
- (<=1 i- 1 Rs i cl B ) Vi . (5.16) 
Next consider the pressure forces acting 011 the \Valls of the cor1trol volu1ne in the 
circumfere11tial directio11 as sho\vn in Figure 42. rfhe pressure force acti11g on the 
control volu1ne transverse surface A- is I 
/l 
The pressure force acting on tl1e control volume tra11sverse surface 
• 
IS 
An additional pressure force acting on the control ,,olu111e tra11sverse area 
8A. 
80 '<lB 
,. 
(.5.17) 
(5.18) 
' 
... i .. 
.. .,,, '" .-~ '¥'~ ' 
• 
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( · 8Pi dO) (8Ai ) Pi + f)() 2 . f)() d(}. · (:J.19) ' . 
Again, neglecting the higher order terms (5.19) beccnnes 
(5.19) 
Next the shear stress acti11g on the ith control volu1ne surfaces resulting in forces 
i11 the circu111ferential direction 111ust be included. These sl1ear forces are schematically 
sl1o~v11 in Figure 43. 
Beca.use the mass in the control volume is moving with bull{ circumferential 
velocity Vi , viscous shear stresses occur on the control volume surfaces at the stator 
and shaft ( or rotor). The definitio11s for the shear stress area terms for tl1e stator asi 
a11d for the rotor ar. I area given in Section 2 and by Figures 26-32. Tl1e shear stresses 
for the stator rsi and the rotor ( or shaft) ,ri are discussed in detail i11 Section 4 . 
.. t\ssu111ing the gas in tl1e co11trol volume is 111ovi11g circu111ferentially i11 tl1e 
direction \vitl1 rotation the shear force acting on the co11trol volu1ne at the stator 
surfa.ce is 
-. ,-s.as.L.Rs.dO I I I I • ( 5.20) 
Tl1e sl1ea.r force acti11g on the co11trol volu111e a.t tl1e rotor ( or shaft) surface is 
( 5.21) 
Fina.lly, the rate of change of the circumferential .11101nentu111 of tl1e ga.s i11 tl1e control 
volun1e ca11 be descibed i11 tl1e u·sual ,vay b:y the equation 
.:15 
J 
Rate of cl1ange of 
circu1nferen tial n10111en tu 111 
in the control vol u111e 
+ 
Circumferential 
1nomentum entering 
the control volume 
Sum of the pressure 
forces acting on 
the control vol u111e 
+ 
Circu 1nfcren ti,11 
rnon1en tu 111 exiting 
the control \'olu111e 
Sum of tl1e shear 
forces acting on 
the control volu111e 
(5.22) 
Substitution of the tern1s ( 5.12) through ( 5.21) in to eq ua.tiou ( 5.22) above results 
in the circu111ferential 1no1nentun1 equation. 
.) 
r 
( 5.23} 
Dividing equation (5.23) by Rsid(} a11d si111plifyi11g tl1e 11101nentu111 equation becomes 
!'.l p-V- 2 {)A. 2o-V-A. fJV. v. 2 op-
u ( y A)+ 1 1 1 + ,.,, 1 1 , + ·, ·1 + 
ot P; i i Rsi 88 Rs 1 8B Rsi 8B 
~~j a i-, i 
- - + ,r-ar-L. - ,s.as-L .. Rs i c) B ' . ' 1 1 1 1 (5.24) 
TI1e 11101ne11tum equation ( 5.24) is n1o<lifiecl to a reduced forn1 for tl1e 
perturbation a11alyses \Vl1ich follo,vs in Sectio11 6 b1, 111ultipl,yii1g tl1e co11ti11uity equation 
.. 
(5.10) by \\ and subtra.cting. the result fron1 ec1ua.t.ion (5.24). To su1nn1arize the 
.:16 
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results of this section the conti~1uit)' equation (.5.10) an(! tlH~· reduced forn1 of the 
circumferential 111omentu111 ec1ua.tion (5.2,5) for the it.Ii lab~·rinth cavit.v diffcrentia.l 
control volu1ne are given below. 
8 (. A ) '+ P;Vi oAi + piAi i)\1 1• . \l 1.A 1• fJ P·, +· . . ~ 
ot P; i Rs- 80 ·Rs. oO +, Rs- 80 q i"'r 1 - Clf == O 
I I I 
(5.10) 
av. p.v.A. av. A I + I I I I + . '( \ y V ) 
.Pi. i ·ot Rs- f)() qi 'i- i-1 = 
I 
( 5.25) 
One final refineme11t is n1ade to the conti11uitv and circumfere11tial momentum 
., 
equations (5.10) and (5.26). Using the ideal gas la\v the gas clensity Pi in the ith 
labyrinth cavity is P; = P 1/RT \vith the definitions as follo\vs. 
MW Gas molecular weigl1t~ lbm lb-mole 
P; Pressure in the ith labyrinth cavity, lbf/sq inch absolute 
R Gas constant R == R/lvl\:V . ft-lbf/lbn1"R 
R U11iversal gas constant, 1545 ft-lbf/lb-111ole · R 
TIN Temperature in the labyrinth cavit.Y, ~R 
Making the substitutio11 for gas de11sit)' Pi i11 (.5.10) a11d (5.25) a11d we arrive at 
the continuity and momentum equations. 
l a ( . ) 1 p.v. aA. 1 P.A. av. 1 v.A. ap. PA+ I I '+ I I '+ I I I 
R TIN ot i i R TIN Rsi 8() R TIN Rsi 8() R TIN Rsi 80 
P i .. !\. i a \l i P ; v i Ai O v' i . ..;\ i O P i 
R TIN Ot + R TIN Rsi 00 + qi(Vi-Vi-1) = Rsi 80 + rriariLi rsiasiLi · 
( 5.27) 
" 
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SECTION 6 
· P~RTURBArfION ANALYSIS 1~0R STRAIGHT 
'l?-YPE LABYRINTH SE1\LS . 
In this sectio11 we rlescribe the perturbatioi1 anaJ_ysis a1)plie<I to deter111ine the 
labyri11th. seal rotor dynamic coefficients for straight a.ncl interlocl(ing lab,yrii1th seals of 
the types shown in Figures 1-:3. Tl1e continuity equatio11 (5.26), circun1ferential 
momentum equation (5.27), and leakage flo,vrate equation (3.14) are tl~e governing 
equations for the time and O dependent ith labyri11th cavit,y pressure Pi(t, B) , 
circumferential velocity V/t~ 0) , and the lea.kage flowrates c1;(t) a11d · qi_ 1(t) 
entering and exiting, the itl1 labyrinth· cavity, respectively. 
A perturbation analysis is applied to obtain the solutio11 of th.ese equatio11s for a 
small eccentricity ratio f == e/ C~ri , which is selected to be tl1e perturbation parameter. 
Here e is a small displacement of the shaft ( or rotor) ·fro1n its centered position. The , 
.. 
perturbation variables for tl1e itl1 lab,yri11th cavity are expanded in the for1n 
pi = poi + f P 1 i + · · · ' 
Vi = Voi + f V Ii + · . . , 
qi = Cloi + cqli + · · · , 
and 
subject to a disturbance ,vhich produces a. radia.l clea.ra11ce variatior1 in the forn1 
( 6.1) 
( 6.2) 
( 6.3) 
(6.4) 
( 6.5) 
( 6.6) 
· \lariatio11 of the ra.dial clea.ra.nce results i11 the variatio11 of the itl1 labyrinih 
cavity cross-sectional a.rea .. ;\i tra11S\'erse to the circu111ferential flo,v i11 the labvri11th 
,., 
, 
"' 
-· - - -------·.,---.--
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cavity which is also expanded in the form 
A- == A . + £ A1. + .... I 01 I (6.7) 
The notation for all perturbation" variables is 
(6.8) 
. ,. 
For the perturbation a·nalysis development described in this work the terms. of 
order £2 and higher are neglected. 
The perturbation analysis is developed by s-ubstituting the perturbation variables 
(6.1) through (6.8) truncated at the first order ter1ns into the co11ti11uity equ,ation 
(5.26) and the 1nomentum equatio11 (5.27). Zero-tl1 order equatio11s for continuity and 
circumferentia.l momentun1 are obtai11ed whicl1 defi11e tl1e steady-state leakage flowrate, 
pressure distribution in tl1e labyri11th cavities, a11d tl1e steady-state circumferential 
velocities, respectively, for each labyrinth cavity with the rotor ( or shaft) at the 
centered position. Tl1e zero-th order equations conti11.uity and 1no1nentum equations 
for the ith labyrinth cavity are / 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
Tl1e first order diff ere11 tial circumfere11tial equations for co11 ti11 ui tv ., 
111omentu111, ,vhich are obtai11ed by tl1.e perturbation a11alysis, define flt1ctuations in the 
labyrinth cavit)' pressure a11d circu1nferential velocit~y due to a s111all radial position 
excursion of the rotor ( or s.l1aft) from its centered position. 111 the strictest se.nse, tl1e 
analysis is o·nly vaid for s111all 111otio11 of the rotor ( or sl1aft) about the centered 
position. The first order perturbatio11 co11tinuity a11d circu111fere11tial 1non1entu1n 
equatio11s for tl1e ith labyri11tl1 cavity are 
,. 
,, --.. 
- _,,,,. ... 
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(6~11) 
and 
(6.12) 
The G;'s and X/s in ( 6.11) and ( 6.12) are deter1ni11able coefficients wl1ich are 
algebraic expressions for1ned by the k110\vn labyri11th seal geo111etric dimensions and 
operating co11ditions, and tl1e deter111inable steady-state labyrinth cavit;y pressures and 
circumferential velocities, the labyrinth. seal overall steady-state leakage f1owrate, and 
the labyri11th cavity wall shear stresses. 111 Section :3 and Appe11dices I-III we show 
how the labyrinth seal _ overall leaka.ge flowrate a11d steady-state labyrinth cavity 
pressures can be computed. 111 Section 4. the 1netl1od for co111puting tl1e labyrinth 
cavity circu111fere11tial velocities., a11d stator a11d rotor (or shaft) \vall shear stresses are 
outlined. I11 these precedir1g discussio11s, ,ve actual!)' indepe11dently developed the zero-
th order continuity equation (6.9) and circumferential momentum equation (6.10) 
obtained from the perturbatio11 a11alysis. We can denote the steady~state leakage 
flowrate qi , labyrintl1 cavity pressures Pi 's. , circun1fere11tial velocities Vi's and the 
' 
stator wall a11d rotor surface sl1ear stresses rsi 's a11d rri 's as tl1e zero-th order terms 
1 
Ciio , Poi's . v' 0 /s , rs0 i's a11d rr0 /s in the pertt1rbatio11 va.riables_ (6.1) tl1rougl1 ( 6.8 ). 
Because t'l1e values for the C~/s a11d Xi "s · can be deter111i11ed fro111 tl1e zero-tl1 
order solutions, these coefficients 111ay be considered· co11sta11ts and tl1e first order 
50 
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' 
perturbatio11 equations (6.11) a11d"(6.12) for each lab)'rinth ca,,it)' are linear differential 
' 
equations. This, of course, is the desired result of the perturbation a11al)'sis. In 
Section 9 we show how. the first order perturbation equations are used to con1pute the -
pressure and circumferential velocity fluctuatio11s iii" the lab)'rin.th cavities, and 
ultimately how the labyrintl1 seal rotor <:l.ynamrc coefficients a!!e con1puted. In the 
remainder of this section we describe the salient deta.ils for perturbatio11 a11alysis and 
\. how the algebraic expressio11s for the C~i 's a11d X/s coefficie11ts are derived. Finally, 
at the end of this section the 
compt;e formulations. 
G. 's and I X ' •. s I are prese11ted witl1 tl1eir full and 
We 111 ust express one i1nporta11 t poi11t pertaining to the perturbation analysis. In 
Section 3 \Ve presented a number of leakage flo,vrate models and their appropriate 
matl1ematical formulations. Like,vise, in Section 4 several sl1ear stress models were 
outlined. For the perturbation analysis in this work , a particular leakage flowrate 
1nodel and a particular shear stress model were selected to avoid the mathematical 
complexity associated with a totally general approach. Indeed, th('ieakage flowrate 
model wl1ich \Vas selected is the Neun1ann-Chaplygi11-Flieg11er approacl1 described by 
(3.10) througl1 (3.18). ..\nd, the Blasius 1nodel described by ( 4.16) through ( 4.23) .was 
··:! 
selected to con1pute the labyrinth cavity wall shear stresses. Tl1e coefficient G/s and 
Xi's in tl1e first order perturbation equatio11s (6.11) and (6.12) result from utilization of 
' 
. 
~.these models. Ho,vever, \Ve assu1ne tl1e steady-state or zero-th order leakage flowrate, 
labyrinth cavity pressure distribution, and labyri11th cavity circumfere11tial velocities 
can be deter111ined by any appropriate and accurate a.11alytical or 11u1nerical model and 
those valu~s can ~e used to deter111i11e the Gi's a11d Xi's . in (6.11) and (6.12). Indeed 
i11 L.£l\.BY, tl1ere are several different leakage flo\vrate 111odels ,vl1ich may -be selected to 
cletermine tl1e stead):'-state leakage flowrate and labyrintl1 cavity pressure distribution. 
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Several notes of clarification are necessar\' . (;irst. ft>l" thP radial c(earaJ)Ce 
~ 
variation (6.6) the first order ter1n ·· 11 1 is ec1ual for all tooth tips i.1~ the la.b)printh seal .. 
hence a single subscript is used 011 II 1 . In ( 6. 7) the first orcl<~r tcr111 Cclll be ex1>resse<l 
and 
As stated above some discussions of several salient points are aJJJ)ropriate. Tl1e 
perturbatio11 analysis for the co11tinuity equatio11 (5.26) follo\vs tl1e usual a1Jproach with 
substitution of the perturbatio11 va.riables ·i11to the equation. Complication arises with 
the leakage flowrate terms _in. (5.26). The leakage flo\vrate equatio11 
(3.10) is divided by the circun1ferential length to obtai11 the leakage flo\vrate per unit 
circumfere11 tial length 
. ,;,,. 
2 2 p. 1 -P. I- I 
RTIN 
\ .. 
• 
( 6.13) 
One can see qi is a function of µ1 i .?'nd tl1e perturbation variables iji , Pi-l , 
and Pi . \¥e can write 
Tl1e perturbation variable qi ca11 be writte11 in a series expa11sio11, so 
l11 (6.15a) 
= of 
+ t 8H-
1 o 
of 
H 1 + t 8P. 
1-1 o 
4oi = f(µloi , Cri ' P oi-1 ' poi) · 
5•) 
(.: -
.. 
of 
p li-1 + t 8P-
1 o 
pli . 
. ! 
(6.14) 
(6.15~) 
. '. 
:,,- :---.- - .--- ~ - - ... _. ---== -- ,-- - "-- --·---~ , - . ·- - . . ------- .. -.-·,------ ----- . ___ . 
- -- -- --- - -----··-- ~-
. ' . ~ . 
.. r- ---- ;;r ~a ·-· - • ___ '.",.•_·,,_ij C.,. __ i"_"- .. -·' 
..,. . 
.. 
,,.: 
• 
The terms in the form 
of .J 
EJ( ) 0 ,. 
• 
'Ji 
are the partial. derivatives evaluated for the steady-state lab.yri11th cavity pressures 
P oi-l and Poi , and the rotor ( or shaft) c tered \vitl1 radial cleara11ce Cri . 
A.fter ,eliminating. the zero-th order erm q0 i on eacl1 side of tl1e equation, the 
result is 
. of + ar H + of P + of P q 1 i == 8 µ . µ 11 i · a H. 1 8 P. 1 i-1 8 P. 1 i 11 0 I O 1-1 O I O 
'The appropriate partial derivatives can be extracted from ( 6.13) 
a£ 
ap. 
IQ 
ar 
8Pi-1· o 
P 2 2 oi-1 -Poi 
R*TIN 
2 2 
P oi-1 -Poi 
R*TIN 
~: 
µloiµ2Cr;P oi-1 
Ho\vever, additional analysis is required to determine 
of 
a µ1i o · 
Reca.ll (3.15) and (3.16) 
\vhere 
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(6.15b) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
( 6.18) 
(6.19) 
-- :'-~---··· - ... ··-- - - ---.,,--
. ' 
.• 
S· = 
., I 1 . (3.16) 
Following a si1nilar approacl1 as before ,ve c~ ,vrite 
Then, 
and 
We obtain 
'8g 
-
.osj O 
-1r( 4oi-5) 
which is equivalent to 
fJg 
OS· IQ 
µloi 2(4soi-5) 
7r . 
1.· 
I 
(6.20) 
(6.21a) 
(6.21b) 
(6.22a) 
(6.22b) 
Ho\vever, it is still 11ecessarj-r to deter111ine s 1 i . Follo\vi11g tl1e sa111e approach 
p11ce 111ore 
( 6.23) 
And, 
.,, 
_ 8h 8h 
soi + ES1i - h(P oi-1' Poi) + t 0p. P li-1 + t 0 p. P li 
1-1 . O I 0 
(6.24a) 
w hicl1 res ul.ts in 
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ah 
sli == ap. 
1-1 O 
P ah 
li-1 + c)p. 
IQ 
<. 
... 
The partial derivatives for the steady-s~ate condition are evaluated. 
oh 
.. -
8P. 
I 0 
,-1 
i' 
,-1 
' 
P oi-1 
,-1 1 
- --
/ ' p oi-1 
,-1 1 
-
'"'f- 2 i' 
poi 
Usi11g (6.2,5) and (6.26) in (6.24b) results in 
p oi-1 
1 
p oi-1 ,-1 - -""I 1 I 
p li-" 1 p li 8 1 i --
' 
Poi Poi 2 poi 
. 
Co111 bining ( 6.22b) and ( 6.24 b) in ( 6.21b), the result is 
µloi 2 ( 48oi-5) p oi-1 1 '"f- l - -
µlli - 'Y 1 p li-1 7r ,.,,, Poi Poi I 
p oi-1 
poi 
2 p li 
Finall:y~ by usi11g (6.16) through (6.19) arid (6.28) ,ve arri"'e at'the result 
• 1 
- -
41i = - qoi~loi (4soi-5) ,-1 
'Y 
P oi-1 
poi ' 
1 
p . p li-1 
01 
p. 
01-1 p . 
p _2 11 
01 
q. . p . p . 
+ 01 H + · 01-1 p · 01 p Cr. 1 qoi p . 2 _ p .2 li-1 - qoi . 2 li · 
I O I- 1 0 I p O i-1 - p O j ,, .. 
Collecting ter1ns the result is 
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(6.24b) 
( 6.25) 
• 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
( 6.28) 
(6.29a) 
f 
.I 
j • M r 
- -~- -~ 
, 
• G1,,. -
+ 
• 
I' 
\ 
("': . . , ' 
. . 
Q;uµloi {4s .-s)· 
'iT 01 
,-1 
"( 
.. 
qoi H 
Cr- 1 . 
I 
,.-1 
' 
l 
fl '. 
01 
I) oi-1 
I' oi 
. -. 
... 1 
, -
I 
-
-• I 
"/-1 
p oi-1 "f 
Poi 
I 1 oi-1 
p li-1 
. 
< I oi I) 2 p 2 oi-1 - oi 
,~ . 
• 01 c1. -----
01· p . · 2 _· I> . 2 
01-1 01 
( 6.29b) 
Following the same approach to determine q1i+l analyticallj' and applying tl1e 
result (6.29b) for 41 ; , for the perturbation analysis of the continuit)' equation (5.26) 
we arrive at the resulting first order continuity equation (6.11) \Vith coefficie11ts, G/s . 
The perturbation analysis for the circu111fere11tial 11101nentun1 equation (5.27) can 
be acco1nplished by applying the sar11e techniques to obtai11 the first order 
circumferential momentum equatio11 (6.12) a.nd coefficie11ts. ~-s . ('.01nplication arises 
i11 tlris a.11~l)1sis \vith the ter111s \vhicl1 include the stator and rotor ( or sl1aft) shear 
stress ter111s, TS; a11d Tr; , respectively. Let u:s trace the JJrogressio11 of the 
perturbatio11 analysis for the expression ,vith stator sl1ear stress. Tl1e perturbation 
a11alysis of the term with the rotor ( or shaft) sl1ear stress is si111ilar. 
First, 
ms 
,..,·g (V ) (4· ·)·)) 
~1 n i • ·---
\\Titl1 the ga.s density P; = P;/R TIN in the itl1 labyrinth cavit~y ( 4.2.!) beco111es 
. 
7. 
r.:: (j 
~) 
nis 
sign (Vi). (4.22a) 
' ·;.i., -
r 
',q ,""'. 
~ ' 
\Ve can ,vrite the stator shear stress 
( 6.30) 
Note the h .Yd r au l i c di am et er D hi is a function of the })e rt u r bat ion v a.r i ab J e Hi . 
>, 
The perturbation variable rsi can be \Vritten in a series expansion, so 
ar of of 
TSoi + fTSli = f(P oi' V oi' Crj) + f aP. p li + ( c)V. + ( aH. H1 . 
, I O 1· 0 I 0 
(6.31a) 
E 1liminating the zeroth order tern1 011 the left side of (6.;3Ia) and the equivale11t fu11ction 
f(P oi' V oi' Cri) on the right results in 
of · of , of 
rs1i == ap. P1i + av. \ 1i + aH. H1 
I O , IQ IQ 
(6.31b) 
The partial derivatives in (o.30b) evaluated with the rotor i11 it centered position 
are 
and, 
of 
c)p. 
IQ 
of 
av. 
IQ 
of 
c)H. 
IQ 
( 2+1ns )rs0 i 
voi 
• 
,, 
,: 
" 
Co111bining (6.32) through (6.34) the result is 
-.-
( 6 .32) 
( 6.33) 
( 6.34) 
( 6.35) 
< • 
'. 
. ) . 
( 
The resulting first orde1~ Jlerturba.t.ion for thP r<>t(Jr shear ~t rcss tcr111· is sin1ilar. 
Tf• 
l ( 6.36) 
Including (6.35) and (6:;3(3) in the pertnrbation of the circun1ferential 111on1entun1 
. " . ~ 
equation (5.27) result in· the first orcler circun1ferential n1un1entun1 ec1uation (6.12) with 
6efficients. X/s . 
·, 
. ·, 
For co1npleteness we list behlxv ___ the first orcler continuity and circun1ferential 
n1omentu1n equations ,vith coefficients. (;;'s and X/s , respectivel)'. 
First order conti11uit,y equa,tion for the ith la.byrint.h ca,vity 
Coefficients for tl1e continuit)' e(1uation 
i\.~-j 
G1i == R TIN 
poi L; 
G2i == R TIN 
• 
G 
.
. _ qoi+l µloi+l (5 _ 4. _, . . ) ,-1 31 7r · ::so,+ 1 , poi P oi+1 
. 
+ qoiµloi (5-4s ·) 
1'-1 
P '\I oi-1 , j-l 
if" 01 poi 
A/ 
I 
Po,· Po,· +· +· qoi+lp _2_p . 2 qoi p 2 p 2 
01 01+1 oi-1 - oi 
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1 
( 6.37) 
( 6.38) 
( 6.39) 
. . 
,· 
.. •--,.--,,, -
,_ ~.- (~op-,-...,.- • 
• 
G 4i = <loi :1oi ( 4soi - t5) 
• 
,-1 1 
p oi-1 
/"'.' 1 
P oi-1 , 
poi 
(6.40) . P oi-1 
- qoi p 2 2 
. oi-1 - poi 
'"'{'-1 
-1' p oitj. G _ qoi µloi+i .( 4 . _r.:::). 5 . - '1f' s . + 1. .) I . 1., · 01 
--1- l 
1' 
·1 
p. 
· 01-1 
2 . 2 
Poi -Poi+l 
• 
qoi 
Cr-
' 
First order circu111fere11tial 1no1ne11tu111 equation for tl1e itl1 labyrintl1 cavity 
Coefficie11 ts for the circu1nferen tial 1nomen t u1n ··equation 
poi Aoi 
X1i = R TIN 
• 
rr . ar- L. 01 I I 
Poi 
+ qoi :loi ( 4soi-5) ,-1 ,,..., 
I 
! 
• 
q O i . (' \t \/ ) p . 2 _ p . 2 · oi; - · oi-1 
01-1 01 
V oi-V oi-1 · 
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(6.41) 
( 6.42) 
( 6.43) 
( 6.44) 
( 6.45) 
.. 
;' 
) 
... - .. 
!'•. J ' 
' 
• 
X4i = qoi :loi (5-4so;) 
• 
Xsi = - 6~'.(Voi-vol-1) 
I 
j'-1 
j' 
... : ~ \-., - -..- ·: 
•-, 
1 
p oi-1 · 
p. 
·+ · 01-1 ( y , : ) qoi p . 2 _ p . 2 oi ~ v· oi-1 
j 
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Troi n1r ari Li D l1oi 
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\ 
(6.46) 
,., 
( 6.4 7) 
.,'l 
SECTION 7 
CONTINUITY AND MOMENTU~·I EQUATIONS 
FOR STAGGERED AND STEPPED T)lPE Lr\BYRINTI-1 SE1\LS 
' 
In this section we derive the differential equations ~over11ii:·g the ti1ne dependent 
./~) 
._, 
cavity pressure Pi(t, 0), the circun1fere11tial velocity Vi(t, 0)., and the le ·age flo,vrate 
mi( t) for staggered and stepped type labyrinth seals a,s shown in Figures 4-9. Tl1e i 
'. 
continuity and circumferential mo1ne11tum equations will be derived for a single control 
volume in an individual labyrinth cavity. Tl1e derivatio11 is si1nilar to th~-~}wr straight 
type labyrinth seals developed in Section 5, except the shaft ( or rotor) steps d must 
be appropriately taken into account in the derivatio11s. 
Tl1e differential control volu111e for the ith lab}'ri11th ca\rity is show11 in Figures 
44 and 45. The geometry for the staggered a11d stepped type labyrinth seals are sho\vn 
'"· -~-·~.-__.... ... --- ... _~ 
in Figures 12-14. In addition, the laby · nth cavity pressure 
velocity Vi , and leakage flo\vrate 1ni are sl1own in Figure 24. 
P. , circun1ferential I 
: Development .of the co11tinuity equation is started by co11sideri11g the differential 
control volu111e witl1 111ass fluxes shown in Figure 46. The 111ass of the gas in the 
co11trol volu111e is at pressure Pi , te111perature TIN. and density Pi . Recall the 
analysis is a.ssumed to be isother1nal at the ten1pera.ture of gas at the inlet of the 
labyri11th seal. The, 111ass of gas in the control volu111e is n1ovi11g with a bulk 
circumferential velocity Vi . The tra .. nsverse surfaces of the co11tr0I \'Olu111e ha\.'e areas 
fJA. 
Ai and ~.\.i + 8·0
1 d(}. (7.1) 
Next, all the 1nass flux tern1s are described. The n1a.ss of the ga.s in tl1e control 
volurne is 
( ,.., •)) 
' ·-
., 
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The time rate of change of mass in the control vc,lun1, .. is 
( 7 .:3) 
The mass flo\vrate entering the control volurne through t.hP surface .-\i i:j 
(7.4) 
The rnass flo.wrate exiting the· control volun1e at the transverse surface 
[)/\. 
Ai + f)() I dO 
. 
IS 
ap. av. .. aA . 
. ~ ( p j + fJ (} I d () ) ( Vi + fJ (} I d O ) ( ~~ i + 8 0 I d () ) . ( 7.5) 
By neglecting all the terms of order higher than the first order ter111 ( 7 .5) becomes 
(7 .. 5) 
Note, tl1e us_ua.l sign co11\'ention is en1ployed: Flux enter111g the control volu1ne is 
positi,le a11d flux exiting is negative. 
The leakage flowrate entering the control ,,olun1e i11. tl1e axial direction from the 
upstream (i-1 )th labyrinth cavit.Y througl1 the itl1 seal tooth is 
( 7.6) 
Tl1e leakage flo,vrate exiting the co11 trol \'Ol u111e in the axia.l directio11 througl1 the 
(i+l)th sea.I tooth is ~ I 
( 7. 7) 
~1ethocls for co111puting the sta.te leakage flo\vra.te 111; a.re described in Section 3. 
It is in1portant to .reitet'ate for lea.ka.ge flo,vrate in tl1e couti11uit~y a11d circu111fere11tia.l 
n10111entu111 ec1uations are the fJo,vrate per circu111fere11tial length qi and qi+l . 
I 
s 
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For continuity to be 111aintaine<l 
Rate of 
change of mass in 
the control volume 
~'1a.ss 
entering the 
control vol u n'ic 
' • ' 1 , 't,'"' 1'~" ,'-' : ' • ' •; ' ' .-·,i1•,s;• '~ ' -'."'.t,•, 
\lass 
<'Xlting t.he 
;-'·' ,,., ..... ,---,., , .. 
con t.rol V<)I u n1c 
(,.8) 
·~ ·substitutiou. -Of the terms (7:3) through (7.7) in equa.titHl (7.~}· a.bove results in the 
conti11uit)' equation 
(7.9) 
Division b)' Rsi dB and simplification gives 
(7.10) 
0 
Next, the circumfere11tial 111omentu1n equation is cleveloped by an approach 
similar to that for the conti11uity equation above. l-lovvever, in addition to the 
momentu1n fluxes entering a11d exiting the control volu111e the pressure forces and shear 
stresses acting on tl1e control volu111e 111ust be i11cluded. 
Figure 4 7 sho\VS the circu1nferential 1no1nentu111 fluxes entering and exiting tl1e 
control ,,olu1ne. The tern1s for the circumfere11tial 11101ne11tum fluxes are described 
below. 
Tl1e gas in the ith control \'olume described b~y tl1e tern1 (7.2) is S\virling ,vith a 
bulk circu1nferential ,,elocit,y \fi . Therefore, the n10111e11 t u1n of the gas is 
(7.11) 
'fhe rate of change of circu111ferential 111ornentu111 in the. C(>ntrol volu1ne is 
(7.12) 
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'The circumferential momentum entering the control \'t>lt1111P at the tra11s\'crse surface 
A. is I 
J,. 
The circu1nferential momentun1 exiting the control at t rans\'t;,rse surface 
[)A. 
Ai +. &B' dO 
. 
1S 
. 
( 7 .13) 
(7.14) 
Neglecting all the terms of order higher than the first order tet·n1s" (,.14) becom'es 
. ' ) " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . 
(7.14) 
\ \\ 
Although tl1e leakage flo\vrate per circu111ferential length qi enters the co11tro~ volume 
,~. ""' 
axially it is considered to enter ,vitl1 a circun1ference velocit:y co111ponent v. 1 due to I-
the bulk circumferential velocity i11 the ( i-l)tl1 lab;yri11 th cavit:y. Therefore" this leakage 
flowrate co11tributes to the circun1fere11tial n101ne11tu111 flux 
(7 .15) 
~ Likewise, the leak~ge flowrate per circumferential length exiting the control volume 
decreases tl1e circumferential 1110111e11tu111 bv 
., 
(7.16) 
Next" consider tl1e pressure forces act.i11g on the ,va.ll~ of the co11trol \'olume in the 
circumferential directio11 as sl10\vn i11 Figure 42~ 
TI1e pr,essure force acti11g on tl1e co11 trol volun1e tra11sverse surface i.\.i is 
(7.17) 
• 
' ' 
. ---· ·- -- -- ........ --- -•'-. --·· ····-· ---- .. ··---·· - -- .... ' 
• > 
" 
. , 8A . 
. The pr~ssure force acting on the control ,,olun1e transverse surface .. \i + c)() 1 ~(} · is 
( 7 .18) 
Neglecting all the terms of order l1igher th~n the first order terms.,: (7.18) becomes 
(7.18) 
oi~· ).~n additio11al pressure force acting on the control volu111e transverse area c)(} 1 d() is 
(7.19) 
Again, neglecting the higher order terms ( 7 .19) becon1es 
(7.19) 
" 
Next the shear stress a~ting on the ith control volume resulting in forces in the 
circu111ferential direction must 'be included. Tl1ese shear force are scl1en1atically shown 
" 
in Figure 48. 
Because of the 111ass i11 tl1e control volu1ne is 111oving ,vitl1 bulk circumferential 
velocity vi ' shear stresses occur 011 tl1e control volun1e surfaces at the stator 
and sl1aft ( or rotor). Tl1e defi11itio11s of the shear stress ar,ea ter1ns for tl1e stator as; 
and for the rotor ar. 
. I area give11 i11 Section 2 and by Figures 29-32. The sl1ear stesses 
for the stator rsi a.11d the rotor ( or shaft) rri are cliscusse<l i11 detail in Sectio11 4 . 
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The s-hear force acting on the control volun1c at the ·st.a.tor surface is 
.. . 
-TS· -as.(L.+d)Rs.dO I I I · I ( 7.20) 
' 
ass~ming the gas in th·e control volume is 111oving circun1ferential in the directio11 \Vitl1 
rotation the shear force due to tl1e stator .The shear force acting on t.I1e control volume 
at the rotor. ( or shaft) surface· is 
rr- ar.(L-+d)Rs-dO . I I I I (7.'21) 
Finally, the rate of cha11ge of the circumfere11tial 1110111enfu111 of tl1e gas in tl1e 
. . 
control volume can be described_u1 the usual ,vay by the equation 
Rate of change of 
circumferential momentum 
in the control volume 
----~..I 
Circumferential 
1nomentu·m ent~ring 
the control volume 
0 ~ of the pressure . 
Circumferential 
mo111en t u111 exi ti 11g 
the control volurne· 
+ forces acting on the + 
control volu111e 
Sum of tl1e shea.r 
forces acting on tl1e ( 7.22). 
control volut11e 
Substitution of the terms (7.12) tl1rough (7.21) i11to equatio11 (7.22) above results in 
the circu111fere11tial 1non1e11tun1 equatio11 
+ Tl"· as.(L.+d)Rs.d8 I I I I (7.23) 
-·---
' ' 1 
'. 
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Division by Rsid(J and si1nplifi'cation gives 
.fl p.V;2 8A- 2p.V-A- av. v.2 A.· Op· 
u( VA)+ 11 •+ 11 1. '+ 1 1 1 
-· at Pi i i . Rs; {)(} Rsi {)(i Rs; 80 
(7.24) 
The momentum equation (7.24) is modified to a reduced form for the 
perturbatio11 analyses ,vhich follc>\V i11 Section 6 by 111 ultipl)'i11g the continuity equation 
(7.10} by \li and subtracting the resulting equation from equation (7.24). To 
summarize the rsults of this section, the continuity equation (7.10) and the" reduced 
circumfere11tial momentum equatio11 (7.25) for tl1e ith labyrintl1 cavity differential 
control volume are given below. 
.. 
~ p-V· f)A. p-A· av. v.A. op- Rsi+l . 
U (p A_ ) + I I I + I I I + I I I + _ q" .1 = Q . at i .. i Rs. 88 Rs- fJ() . . Rs- 80 Rs- q,+ 1 
I I · I I 
Maki11g the appropriate substitutio11 for tl1e gas density- Pi 
conti11uit~y a11d circumfere11tial 1110111e11tum equations beco111e 
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(7.10) 
(7.25) 
i I 
, 
·', .. 
~. 
I 
. ' 
' 
•, 
i 
,.·. 
~ ''' 
\ 
1 a . · Pi \,~, c)1-\i 1). . ..\. ,.,,,. .. ~ .1 ... , .. ~ \·t,·,,. ,\,,·, .• 
R TIN 8t (P1A1) + It Tf~ flsj 80 + ffffl It;;; .-mf + 11m m\ mf 
\ 
and 
P.A. 8V, .p. v ... 1A. 1aV.· 1 tt .. a.1+. 1 I t I+ I + ' ~ V • \~ 
R TIN at R TIN Rsi 80 Its, tt1+1 I - tl1" 1-i 
... 
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( 7_.26) 
t\.l\tl 
R~1+1 q' ·+1''· - <1-\/. l 
· .S, I I I I• 
I 
-
(7.27) 
!-
us 
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SECTION 8 
PERTURB1-\ TION ANALYSIS FOR 
STAGGERED AND STEPPED L1\B\'llINrffl SE:\LS 
In this section we describe tl1e perturbation analysis a.pplied to detern1ine the 
labyrinth seal rotor dynamic coefficients for staggered a.nd ste1)ped lab)'rinth seals of 
the types shown in Figures 4-9. The continuit)' equation (7.26), circumferential 
momentum equation (7.27), a11d leakage flo,vra.te equation (:3.14) are the governi11g 
equations for the time and () depen<lent ith labyrinth cavity pressure Pi'(t, B), 
circumferential velocity Vi(t, B), and the leakage flo,vra.tes c1i(t) and qi_ 1(t) entering 
and exiting tl1e ith labyrinth cavity, respectively . 
.. i\s in Section 6 a perturbation analysis is applied to obta.in the solution of these 
equations for a s111all eccentricit)' ratio f. ,== e/C'ri . \vhich _is selected to be the 
perturbation pa.rameter. Here e is a s111all displacen1ent of the shaft ( or rotor) fro1n 
its centered position. The perturbation variables for the ith lab:yrin th cavity are 
expanded in the form 
... 
subject to a. clisturbance ,vhich procluces a ra.dial cleara.°i1ce varia.tion in the for111 
( 8.1) 
(8.9) 
( 8.3) 
(8.4) 
( 8.5) 
( S.6) 
• \!ariation cJf the radial clea.ra.uce results in th~ variation of the ith la.bvrinth cavitv 
,.. "'' 
cross-sectiona.l area i\. tra.nsverse to the circun1ferentia.l flo\v in the la.bvrinth ca.vitv I " ... 
7 
I ·-
·. \ 
,-
,, 
which is also expanded in the form I 
( S. 7) 
The notation for all the perturbation varia-hles is of the for111 
(8.8) 
Terms of th.e. order f 2 and higher are neglected. 
The perturbation analysis is developed· b)' substituting the pert·urbatio11 variables 
(8.1) through (8.8), truncated dat the first order tern1s. into t.he continuity equation 
(7.26) and the momentum equation (7.27). Zero-th order equations for continuity and 
circumferential momentum -v.1 hich define the stea<ly-sta.te lea.ka.ge flo\vrate., pressure 
· distribution i11 the labyrinth cavities, an<l the stcadj'-statc circun1ferential velocities, 
.. 
respectivel)r ~ for each labyrinth ca.vity \vith the rotor ( or shaft) at tl1e centered position 
are obtained by setting the derivative terms in ( 7 .26) ancl ( 7 .27) to zero. Tl1e resulting 
zero-th order eq·uations con ti11 uitj' a11d 1nome11 tu111 equations for the itl1 labyrintl1 
cavity are 
Rsi+1 . 
_.;.__q. -q' .-o 
Rs. 01+1 01 -... , 
(8.9) 
and , 
. (8.10) 
Tl1e first order differe11tial equations for continuit\' a11d ... circ u 111fere11 tial . 
0 ' 
mo111entu111, \vhich are obtained by the perturbatio11 analysis., define fluctuations i11 the 
labyrintl1 cavity pressure and circumferential. velocity due to a s111all radial. positio11 
excursio11 of the rotor ( or shaft) fro111 its centered positio11~ I11 the strictest se11se, tl1e 
..::"" . . ' 
analysis is 011ly valid for s111all n1otio11 of .. tl1e rotor ( or sl1aft) a.bout tl1e centered 
,0 
. ) 
_ , ,- -~--, ~;_,_ ,~-.. =~-· ,:i .• /;_·_ .. _..;._·_.-.-..: .... ~~ _--~..i -
1 . 
position. The first order perturbation continuity a11d circu111ferential 1no1nentu111 
equations for the ith labyrinth cavity are 
( 8.11) 
and 
(8.12) 
The G-'s I and X-'s I in (8.11) and (8.12) are deter1ninable coefficients \vhich are 
· algebraic expressio11s formed b)' the kno\vn lab)1 ri11 th seal geo111etric di111ensio11s and 
. \ 
operating conditions, and tl1e determinable steady-state lab)·ri11th cavity pressures and 
circumferential velocities, the labyrinth seal overall steady-state leakage flo,vrate, a11d 
tl1e labyrinth cavity wall sl1ear stresses. Tl1e continuity and mon1entu1n equations 
(8.11) a11d (8.12) for staggered a11d stepped t)'pe labyrinth sea.ls are indeed identical to 
(6.11) and (_6.12) for straight and interlocking t~ype lab)'rinth seals except the Gi's a11d 
X/s differ. 
i-\gain, ,ve denote the stead~y-sta.te leakage flo,vra.te qi .. labyri11th cavit)' 
pressures Pi .. s .. circumferentia.l \'elocit.ies \l/s .. a.11d the stator ,vall and rotor surfa.ce 
sl1ear stresses rsi and rri .. as the zero-th order ter111s q io .. P 0 /s .. \l oi 's , ,s0 i 's a11d 
rr0 i 's i11 the perturbation \rariables ( 8.1) through ( 8.8 ). 
Because the values for the <_-;i's and Xi ·s ca.n be deter111ined fro111 tl1e zero-th 
order solutions, tl1ese coefficients n1a.y be considered consta.11ts · a11d t.he first order· 
perturbation equatio11s (8.11) and (8.12) for ea.ch la.b)1 ri11th ca,,ity are li11e~:r~differentia.l 
' 
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equations. • 
In the remaincte-r-of this section we describe the· salie11t details for Jlerturbation 
analysis and h_pw the algebraic expressions for tl1e G ' ·S I a11d X 
., 
- i s coefficients are 
derived; Finally, at the end of this section the Gi 's a.nd Xi's are presented ,vith their 
full and con1plete formulations. 
-
For the perturbation. a11al)rsis of staggered and stepped labyri11tl1 seals the same 
leakage flowrate and shear stress 111odels l1ave been selected as·· have bee11 selected for 
straight and interlocking labyrinth seals. Again, the leakage tlo\vrate model which \Vas 
selected is the Neumann-Cl1aplygin-Fliegner approach described by (:3.10) through 
(3.18). ..i\.nd, the Blasius 1nodel described b.Y (4.16) through. (4.23) ,vas selected to 
compute the labyrinth cavity wall shear stresses. The coefficient .G , ·S I and X/s in 
-
the first order perturbation equations (8.11) and (8.12) result fron1 utilization of tl1ese 
n1odels. Ho\vever, we assu111e the stead)'-state or zero-tl1 order leakage flo\vrate., 
labyrinth cavity pressure distribution, and labyrinth ca.vit)' circu111ferential \1elocities 
can be deter1nined by any appropriate and a.ccurate ana(ytical or numerical model and 
those values can be used to cletern1ine the Gi"s a.nd xi·s in (8.11) and (8.i2). 
Several 11otes of clarification are necessar,1 • 
., 
First. for tl1e radial cleara11ce 
. . 
variation ( 8.4), the labyrintl1 seal tooth tip cleara11ce Cri a11d the first order term H 1 
are equal at all tooth tips in tl1e labyrinth seal .. hence a single subscript is used on H1 . 
In ( 8.5) the first order ter111 can be expressed 
and 
Ai == ~;\oi + € Li H 1 · ( 8.5) 
The result of tl1e substituting (8.t) ~l1rougl1 (8.7) i_11to the conti11uitj' equa.t.ion (7.26) is 
\ 
,, r {) 
·, 
• _.__ - ·b ··---- ·-··---.- - -- -------~----- __ ,_ ............... __ . ________ ., ____ ----------·--,·-···-- -------·---·-··· -- . ·-----· ···--·-'"··- : . ·---------·········· 
. 
. ----·---~--.........., -. _,. _ __, __ --~·- ~·-
Aoi 
£ R TIN 
Aoi 
RTIN 
Noting (8.9), equation (8.13 a) beco1nes 
Aoi 
RTIN 
Aoi 
RTIN 
In (8.13b) the first order leakage flo,vrates 
. Aoi 
RTIN 
av . 1 t· 
8H 1 
ot 
8\i . 11 
{}() 
and 
ao 
oH 1 
at · (8.13a) 
(8.13b) 
are deter1nined bv the 
., 
same analysis outlined in (6.13) tl1rougl1 (6.20 b) in Section 6 and i11deed t.he results 
are identical. The radius ratio Rs;+ 1 /Rsi due to tl1e stagger or step d , i11 the term 
for q1i+l results i11 differe11t coefficie11ts G 3 i , G4 i .. G5 i , (;6 i in first order conti11uit)' 
equatio11 (8.11) as compared to the san1e coefficients for (6.11). 
The perturbation anal)'Sis for the circun1ferential n101nentu111 equatio11 t7.27) can 
be acco1nplished by applying the same techniques to obtain tl1e first order 
circu1nfere11 tial 1nome11 tu1n equation ( 8.12) a.nd coefficients Xi "s . The 0111)' differences 
i11 the perturbation analysis for tl1e staggered and stepped lab)'ri11 th seals as co111 pared 
to straight and i11terlocking labj1 rintl1 seals arises due to the step d ,vhicl1 is i11 the 
form ulatio11 for the sl1ear stresses ,si and rri . 
The result of substituting (8.1) tl1rough (8.7) i11to tl1e circu111ferentia.l 1nome11tu111 
equation (8.12) is 
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av1 . 
_.=.;I + ( 
at 
+ f. CJoiV li + f <l1iV oi, - Cloi \loi-1 - .f. CloiV li-1 - t q Ii \.:oi-1 
(8.14 a) 
By applying tl1e zero-th order continuit)' equation (8.9). \Ve can substitute in (8.14 a) 
Rsi+1 . ·. . 
---~q fur q Rs- oi+l oi I b 
in the term q0 iVoi a11d group tern1s so (8.14 a) becon1es 
f)\! . 
_.;;;..;11 + t 
at 
(8.14b) 
The11, appl)'ing the zero-th orcler 1n()111ent~ equa.t.ion in (S.l~lb ) .. ,,·e arri,,e at tl1e 
result 
· P oiAoi 
RTIN 
c)\/ li 
(Jt + 
P oi".\oi 
RTIN 
, r 1 i ar i ( Li + d ) 
In (8.14 c), <Iii is deter111ined b~, the n1etl1od pre,riottsl)' (lescribed in Section 6 . 
• 
I 
. .I -t··-·-· 
. ' 
( S.14c) 
f! 
... 
/{:·:·\• · ·::.:" :· •.· :: .' ·:: ' .. ::.J'.,cc', ,,-f·',.,:·,,,-', :.:,:c"f- .'· . · :,., ···: ,, , <·: · ·" · ··.: :_,.-. ,,. . ,. ·. , .--. · .. ,. '.; ; /·· :_,· .'·:·: • ,,. ·. - : .,, .. __ .... ,., :· · '·' ·: ,. •. c- :.: .. • · · ·• ,r, ··:· _·· · •. • · · • · : , -'"._., .. ·, '":<• . · ·_· · · :.·.,,. - , •• •· · ·:':··. · • · ·. ··· , . ·' ,·,-·:' .,. _'. · · .· · · · · . · - · · : • . . · - · · · · ·· · 1 · · - .,_. :·. • : ... · ·_ ._ . ·. 
~ ~-
~- . 
• 
• 
. · r. 
' . 
• 
. . . -. 
_, 
The perturbati~n ·analyses, to determine the first order shear stresses for the 
• 
stator TS 1 -. I and the rotor ( or shaft) Tr li follo,v the san1e strat.eg)· as. in Section (j_ 
The differences in the results arise due to tl1e step d \Vhich is i11cluded in the 
formulation of the hydraulic dia1neter Dhi of tl1e Jab)'ri11th ca.\'it~y. Let us trace the 
progression of the perturbatio11 a11alysis .. for the first order rotor (or sh.aft) shear stress 
rri . First, 
mr 
2 I Rs-w-\l.l Dh-Tr- == 1/2n.f_RRs.w-V-) nr I v ' ' I ~ I I 
~----
• 
sign (Rs;w-_ Vi). (4.23) 
With the gas density Pi == Pi/R*TIN the ith labyrinth cavit)' ( 4.23) beco1nes 
,n r 
. p. 2 
TI•. = 1 / ·) 1 (. R,.. · \: ) n r· 1 ...., R TIN ::;jw - , i · 
IRs-w-\i".I Dh. I . I I 
ll sign (Rsiv.;-\:\). (4.23a) 
We can \-vrite the rotor shear stress 
Note tl1e hydraulic diameter Dhi is a functio11 of tl1e perturbation ,,a.ria.ble Hi . · 
The perturbation variable rri ca11 be written in a series expansion 
'\ 
( 8.15) 
rr0 i + t rr1i - f(P oi , V oi , Cr) + t ff P li + t /J. + t /J. H1 (8.16a) 
. . IQ IQ IQ 
Eli1ni11ating the zero-th order ter111 on the left side of ( 8.16a.) a.11d the equivalent 
functio11 f( Poi , V oi , Cri) on the right results in 
of ar 
-Trii = iJp. p li + /j\l. 
I O I O 
\,. • + ar 
i, aH-
1 o 
(8.16b) 
• 
,5 
... }· 
-
• 
. . .,. - . 
. I '. ' 
. __ ; 
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•r·- ---· •• ~- - •••,- •• 
' 
The partial derivatives in ( 6.30 ·b) ,evaluated with .the ,ro.tor in its ce11tered position are 
an9, 
{)f 
{)p. 
10 
{)f 
av. 
· I 0 
'-. 
(2+mr)rr01 
Rs-w-V . · 
I 01 
of rr0 i mr(Li+d) 
{)H. (Cr-+B-) (Cr-+B-+L-+d) 
· IQ I I I I I 
•• 
{8.17) 
(8.18) . . 
(8.19) 
.. 
Combining (8.17) through (8.19) the resulting first-order sl1ear stress for the ith 
• I 
labyrinth cavity is 
(2+n1r) ,r0 ; 
RC t • \_r ...,-w - . I 01 
v1,· 
·' 
' 
,r oi1nr( Li +cl) 
+ 1 (Cr-+B-) (Cr-+B-+L-+ti) I I· I I I 
Tl1e resulti11g first order perturbatio11 for the stator shear stresi ter111 is si1nilar. 
( 8.20) 
(8.21) 
· I11cludi11g (8.20) and (8.21) i11 tl1e perturbation of the circu111ferential 111on1e11tu111 
equation (8.14c) results i11 the first order circu111ferential 1110111entu111 equatio11 (8.12) 
,vit'h coefficients, Xi's . 
For con1plete11ess ,ve list belo,v tl1e first. order co11tinuity a11d circumferential 
\ 
l1no111e11 tu111 eq uati.011s ,vit 11 coefficie11 ts, C 
,. 
'1 · s I 
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ancl Xi -. res pee ti \'el.)'. 
,, 
First order con_tinuity equation for the ith laby.rinth c~vity 
a, 
/J 
Coefficients for the continuity equation 
Aoi 
Gli == R TIN 
p oiLi 
G2i == R TIN 
G _ Rs;+1 <ioi+1µ1oi+1 ( 5_ 4 ,, ) 
:r3i - 1Rsi . 7r • ~oi+l 
' i 
,-1 
/. 
'--~j i . • 
Rsi+l qoi+1P oi - Cloip oi 
+ Rs. -· _. 2 . 2 + 2 2 
1 Poi -P 01+1 P oi-1 -Poi 
• 
+ qoiµloi (S-4s ·) n 01 
. . 
G . == qoiµ'loi ( 4s . _ 5) 41 n · 01 
Rs-+ 1 q ·+ /t ·+ 
"'/-1 
' 
...,~ - 1 
I 
.... , 
I 
I 
1 
p oi-1 
p oi-1 
. poi 
I 
I 
I 
poi 
r-1 
' 
G . := _ I 01 1 101 1 ( 4, _ . -- 5- ) :rs, Rs- 1r 8 01 
I 
"Y-1 
'"'f p oi+l 
(.. 
-.i. 
i I 
J 
. I 
\, ,, 
. (\ 
. 
. . ·. -::--,-~"d- .?:---.--.-.···"=~ .... .f..,.~;-,_,_~· .. .< .. ·-·- ,. , .... -... _.l;:"-;_.£,~ _._;,;:.,. ~- __ · ---·~.-'.,,: .. ! " .... :-"-· •• • ••• i:.. 
Poi 
"Y-1 
-
' p oi+l 
<Ioip oi-1 
p 2 2 
oi-1 - poi 
' . 
f 
) 
•. 
(8.22) 
(8.23) 
•;;): 
(8.24) 
(8.25) 
( 8.26). 
Rsi+l <Ioi+1 · 
Rsi Cri+1 
' 
. . 
r 
First order circu1nferential mome11tum equation for tl1e ith labyri11th cavity 
• 
Coefficients for the €ircumferential momentum equatioi1 
q. .p .. 
' 0 I O I { y , .r ) 
-·.. 2 2 oi - v oi-1 
P oi~l -Poi 
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1 
p. 
· · Of 
-;../-1 
p oi-1 , 
Poi 
rr0 iari( Li+d) + ~s0 iasi( Li+d) 
poi P.oi 
,-1 
, 1 
P oi-1 
+ <ioipoi-1 (V __ y . ) 
p . 2 _ p . i 01 Ot""'. l 
01-1 01 ° 
. . 
_.c,__ .... --- - --· "·-· ___ ,,. __ _,_ 
' 
. 
:(X"?;.,.)· . 
t..;! ·-' 
(8.12) 
(8.28) 
(8.29) · 
(8.30)'. 
(8.31) 
/ 
'-l 
' \ 
' 
• 
Xs; 
,. 
<ioi(V oi-V oi-l) + . rr~iarimr(Li+d}2 
Cri (Cri+B;) (Cr;+Bi+Li+d) 
(8.32) (Cr-+B·) (Cr-+B-+L-+d) I I I I I 
• 
.. 
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·SECTION 9 
, 
PERIODIC SOLUTION FOR AN ELLIPTICr\L WHIRL O~RBIT 
,t 
... 
In this section solutions are developed for the linearized first order continuity and 
momentum ·equations resulting from the perturbation analyses in Sections 6 and 8. 
Expressions are obtained for the first · order perturbation labyrinth cavity pressures 
P 11 , P 12 , ... P li , ... and .circumferential velocities V 11 , V 12 , ... V li , .... 
For straight and interlocking type labyrinth seals, inspection of (6.11) and (6.12) 
I 
reveals that the forcing terms in the equations consist of a seal clearance function 
H(t, 0) and its derivatives. ·The form of a periodic forced solution of these equations 
depends on the form of the seal clearance function H1- . This same arg·ument is 
applicable to the first order perturbation continuity and momentum equatio11s (8.11) 
and (8.12) for staggered and stepped type labyrinth seals. 
To establish these ideas,· we begin tl1e discussio11 by Q,ssuiiiing the rotor ( or shaft) 
center whirls with a constant angular velocity in a small elliptical orbit which has a 
major axis of length 2ea · and a minor axis of length 2cb . Figure 4.9 illustrates th·e 
geometry for the problem. 
/\. 
. 
At time t the center of the shaft is located at point A and the ray OA · forms 
t- . , 
an angle </> = Ot ,vith the x-axis. The clearance between the poin-t B and point. ~.e 
at an angle () with the x-axis is 
(9.1) 
. . 
We note for tl1e tr~angle OAB , AB- = Rsi . Tl1e ray OA · is· of order 
• 
€ , 1.e. 
OA = c p where p is the position vector of the shaft center 011 the orbit path. Tl1e · 
ray OB ·differs from Rsi with ,.term" of ord;er t . We ca11 write, 
• 
.. 
-_ .' 
. . ~- . 
.. 
C • 
(. 
-. <c··---'".'···. ~-.;·- :· ·-· ·~.z/.-' .-·· .. ··•·· ~---~·--. - ' ·~ . .-, -.,__ -.-----:·--..... --.-:, ..•. ~--.-, .. ·;':"'_·-__ ·:: · ........ :·. ____ ..:_ _____ ------------·---.. -· 
I 
\ 
..,.,t,...:~·,,, ,;I 
• 
Substituting (9.2) into (9.1) we obtain 
For simplicity we denote the point A by the coordinates (x0 , y 0 ) and write 
Xo = f. f> COS (p 
.) 
and 
y O = f. p sin ¢ . 
Similarly, we denote the point B by the coordinates (x1 , y 1) and write 
x 1 = 0 B cos (} = Rs i cos {} - f. H 1 cos (} + . . . , 
and 
I 
y 1 = 0 B sin (} = Rs i sin (} - c H 1 si 11 () + . . . .· 
Since AB == Rsi , we can write 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
(-9.7) 
(9.8) 
Using (9.4) through (9.7) in (9.~) and neglecting terms of order c2 - or higl1er we 
obtain 
H1 = - p( cosOt cos() + sinflt sinO) (9.9 a) 
or 
H 1 == - p cos ( (} - Qt) . (9.9 b) 
We note that the position vector p is a functio11 of ti1ne a11d related to the elliptical 
orbit by 
_l_ = cos2 0t· + sin2nt p2 a2 b2 · 
I 
\ 
\ (9.10) 
For a general elliptical orbit described above it is clear fro1n (9.9 b) and (9.10) 
t}1at \Ve _CallllOt obtain si111 ple periodic sol U tiOllS of t}1e gover11ing equations. · rf he 
proble111 can be sin1plified if the elliptical orbit I1as a very small ecce11 tricit)r 
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b2 e = 1 - 2 < < 1 . (D.1 J) 
a 
. ', 
I For this case, the lengths of the position vector p , tl1e orbit n1ajor axis a. a,11d the 
orbit minor axis b are approximately equal, i.e., 
li>J~a~b, 
and we \fan rewrite (9.9 b) 
H1 = -a cos (0-0t) . (9.9 c) 
(9.12) 
Using a more exact approach, we can apply (9.11) in (9.10) to obtain a11otl1er 
approximation for the position vector p . This approach )'ields 
p = b ( 1 + ~ cos2 Q t) , 
..._ 
(9.13 a) 
P = b [ 1 + : ( 1 + cos 2 n t) J , (9.13 b) 
and 
P = b ( 1 + 1) + b : cos 2 n t . (9.13 c) 
Combining (9.13 c) and (9.9 b), we obtain the result 
H1 == -[b(l+:)cos(0-0 t) + b: cos(0-0 t)cos 2 n t)] (9.14 a) 
H1 == -[b (1+:) cos(B-0 t) + b: cos(B+n t) + b 1cos(B-30 t)] (9.14 b) 
For a general function tl1e position vector p == p ( t) should be expa11ded in a Fourier 
. 
series as 
00 
p == L (j> 1 si11 nOt + p2 cos 110t) . (9.15) 
n==o 
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Then, (9.15) can be combined ,vith (9.9 b) to obtain all the possible excitation n1odes. · 
' Following Childs and Scharrer [1] jn this work· we consider a gc11era.l elliptical 
orbit, but with an angular velocity of tl1e sl1aft center ,vhich results in 
</J = tan - l ( ~ tan O t ) , (9.1v) 
instead of ¢ ~ n t. Assu!Tiing (9.16), equations (9.4) and (9.5) can be simplified to 
' . 
Xo = f a COS flt . (9.17) 
and 
Yo = r b sin Q t . (9.18) 
. Inserting (9.17), (9.18), (9.6) and (9.7) in (9.8) and neglecting terms of order £ 2 and 
higher results in 
H 1 = - a ( cos O t cos () + b sin S1 t cos B) . (9.19 a) 
TI1e seal clearance function (9.19) is the sa111e as ,vas used by Childs and Scharrer [1] . 
Rearrangi11g the terms in (9.19 a) ,ve can write 
H 1 == - ; [ cos ( B - n t ) + cos ( B + n t) J - ~ [ cos ( e - n t) + cos ( e + n t ) J , ( g .19 b) 
,,_, ..., 
or, 
H1 . - atb cos(B-n t) - a;b cos(B+D t) . . (9.19 c) 
..., ..., 
Substituting (9.19 c) into the continuity equation (6.11) for the ith labyri11th cavity of 
a straight type results in the expression for the right-hand side ( RHS) forci11g fu11ctions 
''" •' s ~,, 
G6i atb cos(B+n t) + G2i \b 
.... ..., 
v. 
----
01 + D sin( o+n t) Rs-
' 
a+b a+b Y oi + G6i ·J cos(B-n t) + G 2i ·J Rs--. n si11(B-n t). 
..., ..., I 
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(9.20) 
" 
Likewise, substituting (9.19 c) in the n1omentum equation (6.12) results in the 
expression for the RHS forcing function 
[ a+h X5 i 2 ~os(0-0 t) (9.21) 
The expressions (9.20) and (9.21) for tl1e RHS forcing functions can be written in the 
• 
matrix notation in the followi11g \vay. Let the ro,v matrix 
[SJ== [cos(O+n t), sin(O+n t), cos(8-S1 t)., sin(O-S1 t)]. (9.22) 
· Tl1en, for the expression (9.20) for the RIIS forcing function for tl1e co11ti11uity equation 
'l 
( 6.11) for the ith labyrinth cavity can l)e ,vritten 
where the column vectors 
and 
{<\} = y. 01 n Rs-+ 
I 
(9.23) 
T 
( 9.24) 
T 
v. 
_01 _ n 
Rs-1 
(9.25) 
I11 (9.20 a) a a11d b are the lengths of the 111ajor a11d n1inor axis of tl1e perturbation 
elliptical whirl orbit as previously defined in tl1is sectio11. 
Sirr1ilarly, tl1e expressio11 (9.21) for the RHS forci11g functio11 for the 1110111entu111 
• 
equatio11 (6.12) for the itl1 labyri11th cavity ca11 be \Vritte11 
I 
/ 
where the column vectors are defined by 
. ~ 
and 
(9.26) 
(9.27) 
( 9.28) 
In view of the forms of the RHS forcing functions (9.23) and (9.26), · we look for 
solutions of the first order con ti11 uit:y and 1nomentun1 equatio11s. ( 6.11) and ( 6.12), 
respectively, with similar forms. The first order ith labyrinth cavity pressure P li may 
be written 
+ p 5i- sin(B-n t) . (9.29) 
Similarly, the first order circumferential velocity V li may be \Vritten 
+ vs i - s i11 ( e - n t ) . ( 9.30) 
Tl1e first order solutions (9.29) a11d (9.30) can be ,vritten i1Y n1atrix for111at 
~ 
(9.31) 
and 
(9.32) 
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In (9.31) the constant colun1n vectors {P li} 'and {V Ii} are defined b~r 
( 9.:33) 
and in (9.32) . 
• 
(9.34) 
Substituting the solutio11s (9.29) and (9.30) for the ith labyrintl1 cavity pressure 
P li and circumferential velocity V li i11to the left-ha11d side of the continuity and 
momentum equati~ (6.11) and (6.12), and also substituting tl1e solutions of the same 
form for the (i-l)th and the (i+l)th labyri11th cavity pressure a11d circu1nferential 
velocity into (6.11) and (6.12) for tl1e ith labyrinth cavit~y, results in a pair of equations 
1nade up of sine and cosine ter111s. The sine and cosi11e tern1s can be grouped to yield 
eight linear algebraic equations for each labyrintl1 cavity \Vhich can be solved to 
determine the eight unk110\vn consta11t ele111e11ts P ci+ , Psi+ , P ci- . 
V si + , V ci - , and V si - of tl1e col u111n vectors ( 9 .33) and ( 9 .34). 
+ V ci , 
For tl1e ith labyrintl1 cavity the resulting systen1 of eight linear equations can be 
written in the 1natrix form by applyi11g (9.23) througl1 (9.28), a11d (9.31) and (9.34) to 
assembly 
[S] {P 1;-1} 
[S] {Vii} + 
Ao. 
I 
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[S] {P 1;} 
[S] {Vii} + 
[SJ [a{Bi} + b{C\}] 
[SJ [a{ Bi} + b{ <\}] 
[SJ {P1;+1} 
[S] {V 1i+1} 
( 9.35) 
, 
in which the coefficient matrices [ A-\J , [ A 0 i] , and [ A+\] for the system of lineal' 
v 
equations for the itl1 labyrinth cavity in (9.35) are defi11ed i11 detail i11 i\ppendix I\/. 
The time and () dependenC)' may be eliminated i11 (9.:35) by eli111inati11g the 
matrix [SJ from (9.35) res tilting in 
for which 
and 
{Ci} --
,r-· 
p li-1 
V 1i-1 
p li 
V li-- .. ' 
P1i+1 
V 1i+1 
A 
B. 
I 
' B. 
I 
A 
C I 
A • 
A 
C I 
' 
(9.36) 
(9.37) 
(9.38) 
(9.:39) 
( 9 .40) 
( 9 .41) 
For a labyrinth seal \Vith NT sealing teeth there are NC == NT-1 lab,yrinth 
cavities for ,vl1ich the system of linear equation give11 by (9.36) can be \Vritte11. For 
determinatio11 of the solution to the pressure and circumferential velocity perturbation 
problem for tl1e entire labyrinth seals, an (SNC x SNC) tridiagonal n1atrix of tl1e for111 
(9.42) sl10\Vll below can be asse111bled. Likewise, tl1e appropriate RHS is assembled. 
Tl1is syste1n of linear algebraic equatio11s can be sol,,ed 11u1nerically by using 011e of the 
87 
various linear equation solver algorithms. 
"" • • • 
-
-1 0 A+l A. 1 A. 1 1- 1- i-1 
. -1 Ao A+l A. • • 1 1 1 
~1 
Ai+l 
0 
Ai+l +lJ Ai+l 
~ 
• • • J 
• • 
( 
I 
b tci-1 a ,· l ./ 
- a + b 
a b 
i 
I 
• 
.) • 
(9.42) 
To obtain the solution to (9.42) we first let the column of { Ci} 's on tl1e RHS be 
zero and solve for the {Xi} 's . Then, we let the col um~ of {Bi} 's on the RHS equal 
zero and once more solve for the {Xi} 's . The system of equations yields a solution of 
the form 
,. 
+ + . + 
p ci == a F aci + b F bci ' · (9.43) 
+ + + Psi == a F asi + b F bsi ' ( 9.44) 
p ci - == a F aci - + b F bci - ~ ( 9 .46) 
a.nd 
/ 
,:;,. 
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.I 
Psi - == a F asi - + b F asi - · 
,. 
Considering (9.43) through (9.46), tl1e solution vector {P li} defi11ed by (9.33) can 
therefore be written 
· ~ [ + + _ -JT [ JT . 
== a Faci 'Fasi , Faci 'Fasi + b Fbci+ 'Fbsi+, Fbci-, Fbsi- .(9.47) 
We can define 
{F ai} = [Fact ' F asi+ ' F aci- ' F asi_JT ( 9 .48) 
and 
{F bi} = [F bet , F bsi+ , F bci- , F bsi_JT , (9.49) 
and hence (9.4 7) can be written as 
(9.49) 
The solution of the system (9.42) yields the colun1n vectors {F ai} and {F bi} , 
and the corresponding perturbatio11 circu1nferential velocities of (9.37) tl1rougl1 (9.39). 
The velocities are not necessary for the re1nainder of the a11alysis. The solutio11 colu111n 
vector {F ai} with eleme11ts F aci+ , F asi+, F aci- , ... etc. is obtained by solving tl1e 
. s.ysten1 (9.42) whe11 the RHS colu11111 { Ci} 's are set to zero. Like\vise, {F bi} is obtained 
fron1 the solution of (9.42) \Vhe11 the RHS colu111n {Bi} 's are set to zero. Of course, 
89 ~ 
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this method of solving for Pct , P 5~, P ci - , and Psi- is appropriate because ,ve are 
working with systems of linear equations. 
Finally, throughout this section we refer to solutions of tl1e governing first order 
continuity and momentum equations (6.11) and (6.1~) for straight a.11d interlocking 
type labyrinth seals. The sqlution m~~hod is equally applicable for staggered and 
stepped lab~yrinth seals which for the analyses in this \vork l1a,,e gover11ing first order 
continuity and momentum equations (8.11) a11d (8.12) which are si111ilar to (6.11) and 
(6.12). Only their constant coefficient G-'s and X-'s are different. I I The differing 
coefficient G- 's and X- 's I I in (8.11) and (8.12) \vill only effect the values of the 
elements in the coefficient matrices [A- 1 i] , [A 0 j] , and [ .. t\. +ii] , therefore the solution of 
the perturbation problem is the same for any of the labyrinth seal types shown in 
Figures 1-9. 
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SECTION 10 
DETER1V1INATION OF THE LABYRINTH SEAL 
ROTOR DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
The .objective of this section is to develop the relationships _between the rotor ( or 
shaft) free motion and the forces exerted on it by the fluid flowing i11 tl1e labyrinth seal, 
i.e., the determination of the labyrinth seal rotor dynamic coefficients, I(, k, C, a11d c. 
The forces on the shaft are related to the labyrinth seal rotor dynamic coefficients by 
K k 
-k K 
X 
y + 
C C 
-c C 
X 
y 
(10.1) . 
where x and y are the coordinates of the shaft center in the assumed elliptical orbit 
defined by (9.15) and (1.16). A11d, x a11d y are tl1e components of tl1e velocity of 
the shaft center. r 
The coefficients K and C are the direct stiffness and damping coefficients, and 
k and c are the cross coupled stiffness a11d dan1ping. F x and F y are the 
components of the forces on the sl1aft exerted by the gas in tl1e seal. 
Neglecting the contribution of shear stresses on the sl1aft and recalling that Poi 
is independent of time a11d O , we tl1erefore need 011ly to co11sider the first order 
pressures in the labyrintl1 cavities. \t\Te obtain tl1e x a11d y co1npo11e11ts of force 
and 
NC 
Fx = -f L· Rsi 
i=l 
(10.2a) 
(10.3a) 
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Applying (9.22) and (9.33) in (10.2a) and (10.3a) ,ve obtain 
F x = - f J :1r [S]coa 8 d 8 
and 
Fy . -(. 
NC E RsiLi{P li} 
i=l 
NC L RsiLi{P li} 
i=l 
• 
Considering that 
21r 
JO (S]cos 8 d 8 = 1r(cos n t, sin n t, cos n t, -sin n t] , 
J 
21r 
0 
[S]sin 8 d 8 = 1r[cos n t , sin n t , cos n t , -sin n t] , 
we arrive at the results for (10.2a) and (10.3a) as follo,vs: 
and 
NC 
Fx == -€7r L RsiLi [(Pei++ pci-)cos n t + (Psi+ - psi-)sin n t] 
i=l 
( 10.2b) 
(10.3b) 
(10.5) 
(10.6) 
( 10.2c) 
(10.3 c) 
Tl1e above result {10.2c) ca11 be furtl1er reduced by using tl1e results (9.43) and (9.46). 
vVe can write 
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Fx = FxcCOS n t + Fxssin n t ( 10.7) 
where 
( 10.8) 
and 
NC 
Fxs = -l1r '°' Rs,L. L..-1 I I (10.9) 
i=l 
For this analysis ( c.f. eqs. (9.17) and (9.18)) we have considered that the shaft center 
moves in a s·mall elliptical orbit with its displace:gient defined by 
x=tacosOt 
and 
y = f b sin n t . 
And, the velocity is then 
x = -t a O sin n t 
and 
y = f b n cos n t . 
By substituting (10.10) tl1rougl1 (10.13) in (10.1) we obtain 
(10.10) 
(10.11) 
(10.12) 
(10.13) 
F X = ---€ l(a cos n t - € kb si11 n t + C Ca n sin n t - € cb n cos n t ( 10.14) 
·, 
Fy = -€ ka cos Qt - c l(b sin n t - t ~a Q sin n t - E Cb n cos n t. (10.15) 
By groupi11g the cos n t and sin n t in (10.14) \Ve obtain 
-Fxc = £1(a + t:cbQ (10.16) 
and 
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-Fxs = - cCaO + cl(b . 
· Combining (10.16) and (10.17), \vith (10.8) and {10.9) ,ve obtain 
NC 
Ka + chn = 7r E RsiLi 
i=l 
and 
/ 
NC 
-Can+ kb= ,r E RsiLi [a(Fasi+ - Fasi-) + b(Fbsi+ - Fbsi-)] . 
i=l 
( 10.17) 
( 10.18) 
( 10.19) 
From ( 10.18) ·and (10.19) we arrive at the resulti11g labyri11th seal rotor dynamic 
coefficients for an arbitrary \Vhirl orbit with dimensions a11d a a11d b as follows 
below. 
+ The eight components · F aci 
' 
F aci- ' + F bsi · · · 
(10.20) 
(10.21) 
( 10.22) 
( 10.23) . 
, etc. on tl1e rigl1 t-I1a11d side of 
( 10.20) tl1rougl1 (10.23) a.re the ele1nents of system of tl1e first order perturbatio11 
, equatio11s solution colun111 vectors {Fa} a11d {F b} deti11ed by (9.48) a11d (9.49) in 
Section 9. 
., 
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SECTION 11 
DISCUSSION OF ROTOR DYNA~1IC INSTABILITY 
Tl1e purpose of this section is to discuss tl1e applicatio11· of lab}'rintl1 seal dynan1ic 
coefficients in turbomachinery. rotor dyna.mic analyses,. and tl1e relat.ive significance of 
inclusion of the labyrinth seal coefficients in the lateral rotor dynamics model. It is not 
possible to write in this short work a discussion which will provide eve11 a general 
understanding of rotor dynamics. For this discussion we assume the reader has an 
intimate, or at least a good basic understanding of the rotor dynamics. However, we 
do p'rovide some discussions of tl1e basic principles to illustrate tl1e application of the 
labyrinth seal dynamic coefficients in lateral rotor dyna1nic problems. \"/\le first provide 
a bit of historical background to .lead in to tl1e discussio11. 
/ 
Background 
The capabilities to analyze turbomacl1inery rotor-bearing system dynamics have 
been significantly developed in tl1e past t\venty )'ears. 111 tl1e l940's pa.pers by Prohf 
[23] and lvlyklestad [24] in combination ,vith Holzer's 111ethod provided the foundatio11 
for analysis of turbomachine rotor natural frequencies. H. Holzer [25] had formulated 
the solution to the torsional natural freque11cy problem in 1922. Prol1l showed a rotor 
could be described by a linearized lump mass elastic model ,vitl1 the rotor disks or 
imp~llers represented by a syste111 discrete mass inertia statio11s connected by flexible 
• 
beam elen1en ts. In the model Prohl also i11cluded the gyroscopic properties of tl1e rotor 
disks a11d represented tl1e beari11g as springs ,vith li11ear stiff11esses. P rohl 's ,vork 
became tl1e basis for tl1e Prol1I-J\Jyklestad r11ethod., a.lso kno,vn as the transfer 111atrix., 
:i• 
for solvi11g for rotor-bearing syste111 lateral u11dan1ped 11atural frequencies. 
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In the late 1950's Raimondi and Boyd· (26] presented \Vork ,vhich described the 
steady-state characteristics of fluid film bearings by applying nun1erical techniques to 
solve the Reynolds and continuit)' equations for h)'drody11an1ic fluid fil111 bearings. 
' 
Then, in the 1960's Lund (27), and others developed tecl1niques and con1put.er cocles to 
characterize fluid film bearings. by linear .~tiffness and viscous da1nping coefficients. 
Advancements in the development of digital con1puters inspired development of 
numerical techniques including methods for the solution of the complex eigenvalue 
problem for large systems. TI1ese developments made it practical to write and apply 
computer codes to analyses rotor-bearing system dynan1ics. In the 1960's a computer 
code was developed by Lund [28] to analyze the sy11chronous response of a rotor-
bearing system to a rotor unbalance distribution by applying the transfer matrix 
method. 
Throughout the Twentieth Century there ,vere ma11y papers a11d ,vorks, botl1 
experimental and theoretical i11 na.ture, ,vhich have co11tributed to the understanding of 
turbomachinery rotor dynan1ic stability and vibration problems. TI1ese ,vorks are far 
too 11 u1nerous to list here. lVla11y of these ,vorks described a11d increased the 
understanding of the aerodynan1ic and h~ydraulic forces acting on turbomachiner;y 
rotors. Self-excited shaft ,vhip due to I1alf-speed beari11·g ,vl1irl \Vas studied., and in the 
early ] 960's tilting-pad jour11al bearings gained ,videspread accepta11ce for applicatio11 
in industrial turbomachiner)r as a mea11s of m1n11n1z1ng self-excited subsj'nchronous 
instability phenomenon caused by fixed geometry jour11al bearings. 
Ehrich (29), .. \lford (7) a11d others described otl1er instabilit~y n1ecl1anis111s. ~1 ucl1 
of the rotor dynamics ,vork done up ~o tl1e 111id-1970's focused on tl1e 111ass-elp,stic 
111odel and f1uid fil1n beari11gs. ~'lore ~ecentl~y a.ttention has been given to aerod)rna111ic 
effects including compressible fluid lab)rrintl1 seals to further enl1ance turbo111achi11er)· 
• J 
' 
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rotor-dynamics models. In the 1970's the SSME HP FTP, the l(aybob .. and the Ekofisk 
problems described briefly . ID Section 1 resulted . lil considera.ble attention to 
turbomachinery seals including compressible gas labyrinth seals. 
I 
In addition, some attention was also focused on the effects of oil ring and oil film 
seals in turbocompressors and effects of seal bushings in vertical turbine pumps and 
horizontal BFW pumps. 
In the 1970's computer codes \Vere \vritten for \vhich the rotor-bearing, system 
equations of motion could be formulated into a finite element t)'pe d)'na1nic eigenvalue 
problem and solved by applying complex eigenvalue' solver routines. In the 
formulation, each bearing is represented by stiffness and dampi11g matrices \vhich a.re 
appropriately added at tl1e rotor statio11s or nodes. Tl1e computer programs yield 
damped natural frequencies \Vith gro\vth factors .. or log decrements~ a11d lateral rotor 
mode shapes. These programs allow the user to evaluate the stability of all the rotor-
bearing system damped natural freque11cie·s including tl1e subsyncl1ro11ous 1nodes at any 
operating speed. Similar stability analysis computer codes \Vere developed to a11alyze 
stability by applying complex root finding tecl1niques witl1 tl1e transfer rr1atrix 1nethod. 
These stability codes allovv incorporation of excitation forcing mechanisms like 
labvrinth seal and other aerod\'na111ic forces.. if tl1e forces can be included bv 
""' , IJ " 
formulation of linearized stiffness and damping 111atrices like tl1ose in (10.1)~ or as 
l1armonic excitations. 
Wl1ile analytical and experi11i.ental capabilities have in1pro\'ed · i111n1ensel}' in tl1e 
past thirty years, turbo111a.chi11er,y n1a11ufa.cturers ha.ve a.lso l)ushed tl1eir turbo111acl1ines 
to tl1e lin1its of their n1echa11ical and a.erodynan1ic designs ,vitl1 higl1er speeds, l1igl1er 
pressures, a11d greater po\ver to \veight ratios. It is increasingl~y n1ore i111portant to .be 
a.ble to accurately predict rotor-bearing systen1 natura.l frequencies a.11d sta.bilitj' ~ a11d to 
·, 
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evaluate excitation mechanisn1s. 
Rotordynan1ic Instabilitv 
To understand de-stabilization n1echanis1ns consider Figure 50 and recall ( 10.1 ). 
J 
Figure 50 illustrates a small circular ,vhirl orbit of a rotor center ,vith amplitude p 
and frequency · w . The forces on the .rotor can be expressed in rPsultant radial and 
tangential components 
-Fr= (K + w) (il.l) 
and 
Ft == (k - Cw) . ( 11.2) 
\ 
.... 
In figure 49 positive com p·onents I~ an(l c of the radial force -Fr tends to 
restore the rotor to its centered position. rfhe tangential force Ft dri\'es tl1e rotor in 
the direction of the ,vhirl. \1Vith closer inspection of Ft \Ve find a positi\'e cross-
' 
coupled component .·' k dri,,es the rotor in the \vhirl direction and the direct da1nping 
results in a force component C ,vhich· reduces the n1agnitude of Ft. . Tl1ese 
relatio11ships are the keys to understa11ding a11d evaluating tl1e de~stabilizing effects of 
labyrintl1 seals and other de-stabilizing 1necha.nisms. 
Virtually, all the rotor d)rna1nic computer codes utilize the li11ear lump inertia 
I 
elastic beam element type rotor 111odels ,vith the beari11g and structural supports . 
represented by linear spri11g stiff11ess and viscous da111ping 111atrices. i\.s previousl}' 
discussed in this section~ to obtain the solutions to the rotor dvna111ics stabilit,, and ~ ~ 
response proble111s, the co111puter progra111s utilized linear algebra and 11umerica.l 
tecl1niques. Altl1ough tl1e Reyi1olds and continuit~y equatio11s \Vl1ich describe tl1e 
hydrody11an1i _al bearing lt1bri·ca.tion proble1ns a.re ver)' non-li11ear. solution of 
~ . . . 
t.l1ese equation.s 1s obtained b~y e111ploying pertt1rba.tion 111ethods to generate the li11ear 
, 
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stiffness and damping matrices required in the rotor dynamic stability and response 
,, 
computer codes. 
Fixed geometry journal bearings in particular are kno,vn to be susceptible to 
instability problems due to half-speed bearing whirl \vhich results in excitation of the 
first lateral bending natural frequency for flexible rotor. 1 Indeed, the co1nputer codes 
for these type journal bearings predict high cross-coupled stiffnesses. Since the 1960's 
tilting-pad journal \earings have been widely used for high speed turbon1acl1inery to 
J 
~·--" 
.:--~,s 
avoid instabilities.\ 
\ 
Other de-stabilizing mechanisms also have been incorporated in rotor-bearing 
system models as cross coupled spring coefficients. Alford [7] presented 
aerodynamic formulation by expressing the cross-coupled stiffness coefficient in terms 
of rotor geometry and po\ver level together \Vith a correlation factor. 
relationship is 
/JT 
. kxy == -kyx == DH 
where 
/3 Correction factor ( 1.0 - 1.5) dimensio11less 
T Aerodynamic torque of the stage, incl1es-lbf 
D .. ~ verage dia111eter of the stage, incl1es 
H Blade height, inches 
In making a rotor dynamics stability analysis a stiff11ess matrix \vitl1 
.. \.lford 's 
( 11.3) 
I( == kxx 
kyy == 0 and k == kxy == -kyx as co111puted b)' (11.3) are i11corporated at tl1e 
appropriate rotor stations for a11 i111peller or a sea.I in a.s n1uch as beari11g stiffness and 
1 A flexible rotor is one \vhich opera.tes at a. speed abo,,e its first lateral be11ding 
natural fre<t uency. 
• 
\ 
\__ 
. ..,, 
damping matrices are included in the model. The results of tl1e stabilitJ' a11alysis are 
the complex eigenvalues which include the damped natural frequencies and the gro\vth 
factor or log decrement. The damped natural frequency is the imaginary part of the 
eigenvalue and the growth factor is the req.l part of the eigenvalue. The log decrement 
can be 'computed from the growth fa~tor in the usual \Vay for linear spring-mass-
damper systems. The growth factor and tl1e log decrement are the indicators of rotor 
bearing system stability. A negative growth factor is indicativ·e of a. stable system 
while a positive growth factor implies instability. If the log decrement is computed, the 
interpretation is as follows: A positive log decreme11t '·i11dicates a stable system and a 
negative log decrement implies instability. 
Often for flexible rotors ,ve are interested in the stabilitv of the first lateral ., 
bending natural frequency and mechanism ,vhich can excite this n1ode. 011e can 1nake 
an analysis to gain some insigl1t into the quantity of cross-coupled stiff11ess \Vhich \vill 
de-stabilize the rotor--bearing system. First~ a stabilit)' computer ru11 is 111ade ,vith zero 
cross-coupled stiffness. A plot similar to Figure 51 ca11 be produced ,vhich sho\vs the 
effect of cross-coupled stiffness on tl1e stability of a give11 natural freque11cy 1node. 
Alford's formulation is a generali,zation for a.ll aerod~ynan1ic cross-coupli11g a11d 
' ) 
although it n1ay be satisfactor:y for esti111ates, it suffers froin the u11certainties 
associated with the value of the correlation factor. 
Benckert [8] for1nulated an e111piri~a.l equation to esti111ate cross-coupled stiff11ess 
especially for labyri11 th seals ,vith co111 pressible gas tlo,v based on experi111en tal data. 
Tl1e equatio11 was reduced to tl1e for111ulation belo,v for typical turbo111achinery b~y I{irk 
[30]. 
Tl1e gas swirl velocity ratio 
Cu 
0 = rw ' 
100 
( 11.4) 
J 
/ 
\ 
) 
} 
. -
... 
- ------- --- -- --------------------
where 
.. , 
Cu Gas tangential velocity at the seal entrance'\ inches/sec (\·70 i11 the notation 
. 
of this work) 
r Seal radius, inches 
w Rotor speed, radians/ sec ;. 
and 
·,, 
' 
( 11.5) 
where 
( /) 
K0 . Cross-coupled stiff11ess coefficient~ lbf/incl1 (k in the notatio11 of this ,vork) 
l{G Sl1ape factor depe11dent 011 the seal geometr.Y, 1.08 - 1.05 din1ensionless 
H Labyrinth ca\rity .height, inches 
N Rotor speed, RP!vl 
p Gas density, Ihm/ cu ft 
LlP Seal pressure differential, psi 
Gas S\virl velocitv ratio, di111ensio11Iess 
., 
~t\lthough the experin1enta.l results a.dd credibilit~y to Benckert·s results .. it 
0\1erestimates the a.erod,,na.n1ic effects of labvri11th sea.ls bv t\VO or 111ore tin1es .. because 
'-' .... ,, . 
it does· 11ot account for dan1ping in the la.byrinth sea.I. l(irk's forn1ulation requires 
e1npirical data for the sl1a.pe fa.ctor for a . particular la.bJrrint.h seal. It does not trulv 
... 
a.ccount for the direct stiffness or <la111ping in the sea.l_ a.ltl1ough in his \Vork [30] l{irk 
l, 
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does present a met:hod for estimating the effective aerodJ'na1nic cross-coupling. 
Figure 52 shows an example of how the stability of a turbocon1pressor can l)e 
effected by high discharge pressures. Generally, as the discharge pressure increases the 
aerodynamic effects including the labyrinth seal forces become 111ore significant. ..\nti-
swirl device can be inciuded in .the design.. to improve stability as Figure 52 sl10,vs. 
This section should provide the reader \Vith so111e i11sigl1t into rotor-bearing 
system de-stabilization mechanisn1s. In additio11 .. it sl1ould be clear that accurate a11d 
complete models for labyrintl1 seal forces as well as other excit~tion forci11g mechanisms 
are important and should be developed. 
The method described in detail in tl1is \Vork for determi11i11g the lab}rri11th seal 
rotor dynamic coefficients based on ,vork b)' Childs a11d Scl1arrer [1]. and Scharrer [2] 
provides the bases for more accurate co1nputation of the lab}·rinth seal coefficients as 
compared to . i\lford 's and Benckert 's 111ethods. TI1e co111 plete stiffness 1natr1x is 
obtained in addition to tl1e da111pi11g matrix. 
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1\PPENDIX I 
Virtual Number Qf Teeth-Staggered Seals 
In Section 3 we refer to Vermes _formulation, in (15] for the virtual nun1ber of 
seal restrictions N1 , where 
N I - NT y 
- ') ' (3.8) 
--
and NT is the number of seal teeth. A plot of y versus L/Cr attributed to A-C 
" 
Compressor Corporation and found in Brown [31] is shown in Figure 53. In tl1e 
above, L is the labyrinth seal pitch and Cr is the radial seal tooth ti,P clearance. 
An empirical fit for y versus L/Cr ,vhich is applied in LABY is as follows: 
y = 11.63079 - 3.622825 (L/Cr) + 0.5713243 (L/Cr)2 
- 0.040560 L/Cr)3 + 0.001048 (L/Cr)4 . ( .. £\.. 1.1) 
N'ote that as value of L/Cr increases~ tl1e effectiveness of the stagger is reduced and for 
L/Cr > 15 the stagger has virtually no effect on the sealing. 
Discharge Flow Coefficient~ 
,, 
Vern1es [15] suggests a discharge flo,v coefficient C0 based 011 \vork b\' Bell .... 
and Bergeli11 [16] for annular orifices. Figure 54 is a reproductio11 of the e111pirical plot 
. 'I 
of C0 versus TIPLEN/Cr as for ,,arying Reynolds Nu111ber fro111 [15]. 
Figure 55 from Bro\vn [31] is an e111pirical plot of CG) \1 ersus Re)'I1olds Nun1ber 
for various TIP LIN /Cr values attributed to .. i\-C Compressor Corporatio11. 
Tl1e curves in Figure 55 a.re fitted ,vitl1 cubic spli11es i11 LAB'\''. 
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APPENDIX II 
\ 
Neumann. (14] presented empirical plot for the discharge flow coefficient µ 1 in (3.10) 
and (3.17) for various geometric shapes .. of ,labyrinth seal tootl1 tips. Neuma11n 's data 
indicates that µ 1 is a functio~ of TIP LEN/ Cr. 
For knife-edge seal teeth as shown in Figure 15 item a and Figure 17, and for 
.,, square edged seal teeth as shown in Figure 15 item g an empirical plot based on 
Neumann's work [14] is shown in Figure 5c. The curve fit is given below. 
µ 1 == 0.8771315 - 0.167478 (TIPLEN/Cr) 
+ 0.04178292 (TIPLEN/Cr)2 - 0.00315145 (TIPLEN/Cr)3 ( A. 11.1) 
For the V-type labyrinth teeth sho\vn in Figure 15 item f and in Figure 16, and 
the geometry shown in Figure 15 item 6 a similar empirical plot is shown in Figure 55 
and the curve fit is 
µ 1 == 0.9368901 - 0.2094735 (TIPLEN/Cr) 
+ 0.08609001 (TIP LEN /Cr)2 - 0.01272912 (TIP LIN /Cr )3 . ( . .\. II. 2) 
These curve fits are incorporated i11 LABY for tl1e Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner option 
for computing the leakage flowrate. 
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• APPENDIX III 
Backward Marching· Algorithm 
The following is an outline of a backward marching._- algorjthm applying the 
Neumann-Chaplygin-Fliegner leakage flowrate formulations discussed in Section 3. 
1. Compute the critical pressure ratio for the gas by the formulation. 
( 3.25) 
0 
2. Compute POUT/PIN. If POUT/PIN < PRCRIT, then choked or sonic flow 
may exist at the last or NTth seal tooth tip throttling, and therefore 1nust be 
considered in the computations. 
3. If it is determined that POUT /PIN < PRCRIT and choked flow 1nay occur at 
the NTth then compute an assumed pressure for the last labyrintl1 cavity by the 
formulation 
, 
PNT-l = PRCRIT * POUT. (A. 111.1) 
4. Usi11g PNT-l , estimate a leakage flowrate across the NTth seal tooth 
, 
throttling tip applying Fliegner formulation (3.17J. Tl1is becomes the flow.rate 
for each seal tooth tip tl1rottling. 
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5. 
6. 
With the leakage flo,vrate estimate and the last cavit;y · pressure 
determined, apply Neumann's formulation (3.14) to co111p~te the (~T-2)th 
cavity pressure by . 
/ 
p. 1 = I-
• 
ffi· I 
for i = NT-1 and i-1 = NT-2 . 
Using the leakage flowrate estimate 
(A.III.2) 
and the . previous cavity pressure 
computation apply (A.111.2) to successively march back,vard tl1rough eacl1 seal 
tooth tip throttling to compute each cavity pressure and finall)' the inlet pressure 
P O upstream of the 1st seal tooth. 
7. If P O = PIN , or if (PO - PIN) is within some predetermined error tolerance, 
then the . leakage flowrate and cavity pressures are considered to be determined 
and the computation is complete. 
8. If the inlet pressure PIN boundary value is not satisfied in Step 7. then 
additional leakage flo,vrate and cavity pressure co1nputations are required .. If the 
computed P 0 < PIN , then the leakage flo,vrate estimate and (NT-l)th cavity 
pressure P NT-l are too low, and tl1e flow is choked across the NTth seal 'tooth 
tip. A new and l1igher esti1nate of the (NT-l)th cavity pressure is required. i\ 
new assumed value for PNT-l may be computed by the equation suggested 
belo,v. 
PNT-l = 0.5 * [PIN + (PRCRIT * POUT)] ( ~L\. 111.3) 
If the flow is choked at the last seal tooth tip, then go to . Step 9 , in this 
proced.ure. If in Step 6 tl1e co111 pu ted P O > PIN , then the leakage· flo,vrate 
estimate and (NT-l)tl1 cavity pressure PNT-l are too high .. a11d the algorithn1 
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should skip Steps 9-13 and jump to Step 14. f 
9. With the new assumed estimate for PNT-l from Step 8 .. another leaka.ge 
'. 
10. 
flowrate estimate can be made and tl1e procedures in Steps 4- 7 should be 
followed. 
After the first two iterations for the leakage_ flowrate and cavity pressures, 
additional iterations will likely be necessary a11d a new leakage flowrate estimate 
will be required for each iteration. The leakage flowrate esti111ate can be 
obtai11ed by a numerical root finding technique like the' seca11t 111etl1od by using 
the computed leakage flowrate esti1nate and inlet pressure P O from the previotts 
two" iterations to compute a, new leakage ·flowrate. 
11. For the third and any successive iterations with choke flo\v across the last seal 
tooth tip, Fliegner's formulation (3.17) is applied to determine the ( NT-1 )th 
cavity pressure PNT-l with the leaka.ge flowrate estimate computed as described 
by Step 10 input into 
• 
ID· 
p - I * NT-1 - µ µ AN:AR lNT 2 NT 
(A.III.4) 
where mi is the new flowrate estimate computed in Step 10. 
12. With the leakage flo\vrate estimate computed as described by Step 10 a11d 
P NT-l determined by Step 11 ~ the iteratio11 sl1ould proceed as in Steps 5- 7. 
13. Witl1 choke flo,v across the last seal tooth tip the iteratio11s should continue 
follo,ving Steps 10-12 a11d Steps 5-7 until a solution for tl1e leakage flo\vrate a11d 
cavity pr~ssures are deter111i11ed by converge11ce of P 0 to tl1e i11let pressure 
PIN. 
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14. A suggested estimate for the new value for the (N-l)th cavity pressure . PNT-l 
• 
IS 
PNT-l :::;: 0.95 * PRCRIT * POUT . ( .. ~.111.5) 
=, 
With a new assumed estimate for PNT-l , a second. leakage flowrate estin1ate 
with non-choked flo,,v across the last seal tooth tip can· be deter1nined applyi11g 
(A.111.2). 
/ ...... 
15. Following the procedures in Steps 5-7 a second computation bf the labyrinth 
cavity pressures and the i11let pressure PO can be made. 
16. If additional, iterations are required to obtai11 the leakage flowrate esti1nate 
which results in the convergence of P O to tl1e inlet pressure PIN, tl1en \.a 
numerical root finding tecl1nique st1ch as the seca11t method ca11 be used to 
compute a new leakage flowrate estimate by usi11g leakage flowrate estimate and 
inlet pressure PO from the two previous iterations. 
17. With the new leakage flowrate estimate., applyi11g (A.IIl.2) successive backward 
stepping is used to deter1ni11e cavity pressures P NT-l , P NT-2 . .. a11d finally tl1e 
inlet pressure PO • 
18. As in Step 7 the appropriate check is made to determine if co11 vergence of P 0 
to the inlet pressure PIN is ac.hieved and Steps 16-17 and Step 7 are follo\ved 
until the necessary results are determined. 
·' 
It should be evident that the con1putation of tl1e upstream cavity pressure for 
eacl1 seal tooth tip throttling is itself a11 iterative co111putation requiring nu111erical 
tech 11iq ues. 
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Forward Marching Algorithm 
Next~ \Ve outline a forward marching algorithm appl)ring the Sa.int \·"enant-
Fliegner formulations (3.21) and ( 3.24) discussed i11 Sectio11 3. Beca.use the clxia.l 
'J 
velocity of the discharge jet from the upstrea111 throttling enters into these 
computations a forward warching algorithm is appropriate. Ho\vever, recall the axial 
velocity is only considered in co1nputations for tl1e straight type labyrintl1s like or 
similar to those in Figures 1 and 2. 
The axial velocity V AXIN == V AX0 entering the first labyrintl1 seal tooth 
throttling is usually zero, however, it is possible to start the con1putation with a known 
V AX0 and the residual kinetic energy carry-over coefficient a == 1 . Here is tl1e 
algorithm strategy. 
1. Assume a pressure ratio across the first seal tooth tip throttling at the labyrinth 
seal inlet and con1pute an assu1ned pressure value for the first labyrinth cavity 
-P 1 . ..I\ pressure ratio of 0.98 is suggested and therefore 
P 1 == 0.98 * PIN . (A.III.6) 
2. With P O == PIN and the assumed value for the first labyrinth cavit:y P 1 ~ 
compute tl1e leakage flo\vrate esti1nate m1 by applying Sai11t v·ena11t's equation 
(3.21) for i == 1 . 
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
* 
2 2,R*TIN 
a V AXi-1 + lv1vV( ;-1 
1 
i 
1 -
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
') 
-
( 3. 21) 
3. , Con1pute the gas jet a.xia.l velocity \1 .. i\X 1 discharging fro1n tl1e tirst seal tooth 
tip by applying (3.22) for i = 2 . 
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m- 1 * I-
R*TIN 
gc * 1YIW V AXi-1 == --------2.,.....----
1 ANARi-l 
( 3. 22) 
Using the leakage flowr.ate estimate computed in Steps 2, successively compute 
the labyrinth cavity pressures P2 , P3 , ... etc., and the last labyrinth cavity 
pressure PNT-l by applying (3.21) and (3.22) . 
.5. Applying the formulation ( 3.23) and including the upstrea1n axial velocity 
VAXi-l == VAXNT-l with Pi = POUT and Pi-l == PNT-l , a cl1eck must be 
maq.e for choked or sonic flow at the last seal tooth tip throttling. 
p. 
I 
p. 1 I-
< 2 1 + Q' * 
"'( -1 
2, R*TIN 
gc * MW 
Vi\Xi-l 
i 
2 1'-1 
\ 
( 3. 23) 
6. If the flow is not sonic, i.e., in (3.23) if 
p. 
__ , > 
p. 1 I-
1'-1 2 + n * Vi\Xi 1 2, R TIN -
gc lvlvV 
/ ~, ................ v.,~i /" 
fl _, 
/ 
/ 
,./' 
, .. 
/ 
/ } 
' 
for i = NT then proceed to co1npute PNT , tl1e estimated labyrinth seal outlet 
pressure by applying the Sa.int V~enant's equa.tion (3.21). 
7. If P NT = PO UT, or if ( P NT - PO LJT) is witl1in so1ne predeter1nined error 
8. 
tolerance, then the leakage flo,vrate and cavity pressures are considered to be 
deter111ined and the con1 pu tation is con1 plete. 
If in Step 6 it is detern1ined the la.st ca.vity pressure PNT-l ,vill result in choked 
or sonic flow across the la.st sea.l tootl1 tip throttli11g, tl1en a.pply Fliegner's 
,,-· 
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9. ' 
' formulation (3.24) with i = NT compute a leakage flo\vrate esti1nate 
2 ,-1 . 2 
+l + a* . V .. ~XNT 1 
, 2 '"'/ R TIN -
gc NIW 
* 
2, RTIN 
( ,+l)gc MN 
\_/ ' \ 
. ' 
n1NT . \ 
'"'-~ 
( 3.24) 
If the leakage flowrate estimate computed i11 Step 8 is eqial to tl1e 
leakage flowrate estimate computed in Step 2, or is witl1in 
some predetermined error tolerance, then continuity is satisfied and the leakage 
flowr~/te"- and cavity pressures are considered to be determined and the 
con1putation is complete. 
10. If a second leakage flowrate estimate is required, then some additional 
computational strategy is required. If the PNT computed in Step 4 is greater 
than POUT or m.NT computed i'n Step 9 is greater tha11 m. 1 computed in Step 2, 
then the leakage flo\vrate estimate is too low and a 11ew reduced pressµre ratio 
PR1 across the first seal tooth tip throttling should be assumed for computing 
the new leakage flow rate estimate m 1 . If P NT computed in Step 4 is less than 
POUT or • tnNT computed in Step 9 is·· greater than rh 1 computed in Step 2, 
then a new greater pressure ratio across tl1e first seal tootl1 tip, throttling should 
be assu1ned for computing the 11e\v estimate 1n 1 . A new estimate for P 1 1nay 
be co111pu ted from the ne\v pressure ratio by 
P1 == PR1 * PJN .. , (A.III.7) 
\ \ ··. 
'· 
,vl1ere PR1 is the first labyrinth cavity pressure ratio co111puted in tl1e first 
iteration. 
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'To complete the second iteration the procedures Steps 2- 7 sl1ould be follo\ved. 
•· 
12. If both of the previous iterations yield solutions witl1 unchoked flow across the 
"' last or NTth labyrinth seal tooth tip throttling, then the set of m1 and PNT 
values from each of the previous two iterations 1nay be used in a 11umerical root 
finding technique su sh as the. secant 1nethod to determine a 11ew leakage flowrate 
estimate, rh 1 . 
13. If, however, in either of the two iterations it was determined tl1e leakage flowra.te 
estimate resulted in choked flow across the last seal tooth tip throttling, then the 
procedure in Step 12 \vill not work and another means must be used to 
determine a new leakage flowrate esti1nate. 011e of three. cases can exist and 
should be treated as follows. 
i) If both leakage flowrate estin1ates are too low as indicated by 
PNT > POUT and/or for the case(s) of cl1oked flow at the last seal tooth 
tip throttling, mNT > m. 1 , the the leakage flowrate estimate must be 
increased. 
ii) If 011e estimate is lo\v as indicated by PNT > POUT or mNT > m 1 , and 
the other is l1igh as i11dicated by PNT < POUT or rhNT < 1n 1 , then the 
new leakage flo\vrate esti1nate should be computed by averaging the t\vo 
previous leakage flo\vrate estimates. 
iii) If both previous leakage flowrate estimates are l1igh and indicated by the 
inequalities PNT < POUT and/or mNT < m 1 , then the leakage 
flowrate estimate must be decreased. 
14. Using the ne\V leakage flo\vrate estir11ate from Step 13, iterati\'ely co111pute the 
labyri11th ca\·ity pressures P 1 , Pz, ... , PNT-l , agai11. 
15. Then, follo\v the procedures i11 Steps 5-9 and Steps 12 & 13. 
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16. Make additional iterations until convergence of PNT to tl1e labyrinth outlet 
. press tire PO UT is obta.i11ed or ~s ,vitl1in tl1e prescribed error tolera11ce, or for the 
. 
case ,vith choked flo,v across tl1e last seal tootl1 .tip tl1rottli11g continuity is 
satisfied by m.NT computed by Flieg11er's formulation (3.24) being equal to or 
\vjthin the error toleran~e of the lea.ka.ge flo\vrate esti111ate 111 1 . 
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In Section 9 we show the development of the linear equations for each lab;yrinth 
<) 
cavity-i which are used to solve for the pressure and circu1nferential velocity field around 
the shaft ( or rotor) in the cavity. 
We show with (9.35) how these equations are written in matrix notation for the 
ith labyrinth cavity with the coefficient matrices [A- 1 i] , [A 0 i] , and [A +ii] . Then, 
with (9.42) we show the eight equations for each labyrinth cavity are assembled for 
determination of the complete solution for the problen1. 
r 
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John L .. Dillon, IV 
4 July 1948 
Biloxi, IVI S 
,· 
Divorced, daughter Natalie Ja11e, age 19 
2868 Albright Avenue 
Allento\v11, P"'~ 18104 
Graduated Bloomsburg Area HS., 1966 
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology, 1970 
• 
Mr. Dillon has been .e111ploye9 by .. t\ir Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown, 
P ... A.. for the past 20 years since com pletii1g his undergraduate degree. He is presently a 
Senior Principal ~Iachinery Applications Engineer i11 the Process Systems. Division, 
Design Engineering Nlachinerj' Applications Department. His primary responsibilities 
include specification .. evaluation, and selection of rotating machinery and- other process 
;,, equipment and n,achinery., and supervising other engineers performing similar 
functions. ~Ir. Dillon has experience \Vith centrifugal and axial turbocompressors, 
steam and gas turbines, cryogenic turboexpa.nders, reciprocating compressors, and 
various types of 1)umps. I11 additio11, he has been responsible for refrigeration packages, 
cooli11g to\vers, a11d a varietj' of tjrpes of heat excha11gers. He also has experience i11 
silencer design and noise abate1nent. He has worked in tl1e J;esig11 E11gineering 
l\1achinery .. :\pplications Depart111ent for 12 years \vith increasing responsibilities. 
Nlr. Dillo11 has . extensi,'e field experience on both domestic and foreig11 
assignn1ents. In 1983-1984 he \Va.s the macl1inery engineer for a successful commercial 
den1onstration project for a barrel-type centrifugal con1pressor compressing 1500 
to11s/day of gaseous oxygen to a. discharge pre.ssure of 2000 psig in an industrial 
i11stallation. 
During 1985-1986, Mr. Dillon ,vas assigned to i\.ir Prod uc.ts Lin1ited engineering 
offices near London, England. 
.. \.fter returning from England in 1986 .. Nlr. Dillon \vorked 011 a special· assign1nen t 
to design the rotor-bearing systen1 a11d other con1ponents for a 35,000 RP~'l, 2000 HP 
combination turbocon1pr~ssor-crj'ogenic RIF turboexpander \vhicl1 · \Vas successfull~y 
started and has been in co11tinuous operation since late 1988. 
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Since 1987 Mr. Dillon has done the 1nachinery applications \vork for t\vo large air 
separation plants to produce oxygen in China. Presently, ~1lr. Dillon is ,vorking on a. 
project for a 800 T /D oxygen plant to supply a steel 1nill in l\'laryland. 
Mr. Dillon has extensive experience in the area of rotor d)'na111ics an<l pro\·idcs 
the expertise in this field for Air Products. 
Upon joining Air Products,· Mr. Dillon spent one :year in a training assignment in 
the Instrumentation Engineering Department where he learned the basics of process 
controls. His first permanent assignment was in the Start-up Engineering Department 
with respons'ibilities for commissioning various types of pro~ess plants i11cluding base-
load liquified natural gas facilities, air separation plants generating oxygen and 
nitrogen, and various type of cryogenic purification units. His field experienc;e \Vas for 
both domestic and foreign assignments including projects in Brunei, Japan, Tai\van, 
Indonesia, and South America. 
Activities and Hobbies: 
Mr. Dillon is a licensed Pri\.'ate Pilot. He is active in s\vi111ming, golf a11d tennis, 
and coaches a baseball team for 9-10 year-old youths. 
Membership:' · 
Mem her .i\.merican Society of Mechanical Engi11eers 
Associate l\tlember America11 Institute of .i\.eronautics and Astronautics 
Member Vibration Institute 
Mem her .. t\.ircraft Owners a11d Pilots .i\.ssociation 
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